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Says New Mexico and
Arizona Stay Out.

i. I

PROSPERITY

Parade and Review
President Addresses the

PANAMA

MOXSTKOUS

CANAL

21. Pros ilon t
Jesup, Oa
Oct.
Roosevelt will spend today and Sunday in Florida. ' Jacksonville is his
objective point today, the train being
scheduled to arrive there at 10:30.
From that liour until 4:30, the moments will le crowded with ceremony
St. Augustine,
and entertainment.
where the president will spend Sunday, will be reached at 6 o'clock tonight.
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MRS. ROOSEVELT ARRIVED
TODAY IN WASHINGTON.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 21. 'Mrs.
Tloosevelt arrived In Washington today from Atlanta. She made the
southern tourwlth the president to
that city and greatly enjoyed her trip.

I

V

GREAT DAY.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 21. This is
a red letter day in the history of Jacksonville. Never before has the city
been as crowded with visitors fiom all
parts of the state as today, and never
has It presented a more festive appearance. Flags and buntings in the
national colors are displayed lavishly
on all public buildings and many business and private houses. From early
morning to the tramping and rattling
of the troops, as they marched through
the streets to their respective stations,
the bugle calls and music of the bands
added a martial note to the general
din and confusion. Thousands of people crowded the streets and from an
early hour besieged every point of
vantage from which a glimpse of the
military parade and the president
could be obtained. The crowds were
particularly large near the station,
where the president was to arrive,
and along the streets through which
Tie was to drive to
the reviewing

stand.

The president's special train, which
'nad left JeEsup, Oa., at 5:40 this morning, was met at the state line by General J. Clifford R. Foster, the personal representative of Governor Broward of Florida, who boarded the train
and welcomed the president on behalf
of the governor. At Callahan, a
representing the city of Jacksonville and the Jacksonville board of
trade, boarded the president's train,
and acted as his official escort until
the train arrived at the station here
tat halt past ten o'clock this forenoon.
When the train rolled Into the city
the guns of the First Battery of Field
'Artillery from Lake City boomed the
presidential salute or twenty-on- e
guns,
while the crowd cheered and enthusl-tacticall- y
waved hats and handkerchiefs. On the platform President
"Roosevelt was received and cordially
greeted by Governor N. B. Broward,
(Acting Mayor Wm. H. Baker, President Charles E. Garner of the Jacksonville board of trade, and the mem-er- s
of the Citizens' reception committee.
After the welcoming ceremony was
tover, the president and members of
tils party and the officials and members of the reception committee, took
Beats 1n their carriages and slowly
drove tj the reviewing stand. A detail of the First Regiment, Florida
National Guard, acted as escort. The
arrival of the president was the signal
for the large military and civic parade
to form and start Its march. A few
minutes after the presidential party
bad taken its seats on the reviewing
Stand the head of the parade reached
'
the stand.
The marchers saluted the president,
when they passed the platform, and
'President Roosevelt bowed and smiled
his acknowledgment.
After the
which occupied over an hour
Bnd a half, President Roosevelt delivered an address to the assembled
rowd, which listened attentively, and
frequently' cheered the sentiments
by the speaker.
After tne
conclusion of his brief address the
president was the guest of the Jacksonville board of trade at a formal
luncheon.
According to the program the president will be taken on a drive through
the city in an automobile after luncheon and will be shown various points
of Interest in the city and suburbs.
Then he will place himself In the
hands of the reception committee representing the city and board of trade
of St. Augustine, for which city he
will start from here at 4:45 o'clock.
com-ttiitte-

ADDRESS ON MAKING
THE PANAMA CANAL
Here

In

Florida, the first

of

tne

rulf states which I have visited upon
this trip, I wish to say a special word
about the Panama canal. I believe
that the canal will he of great benefit

to all our people, but most of all to
the states of the south Atlantic. ths
gulf and the Pacific slope. When
completed the canal will stand as a
monument to this nation; for It will
be tho greatest engineering feat ever
yet accomplished in the world.
It
will (., a good thing for the world as
a whole, and for the people of the
isthmus and of the northern portions
Beof youth Aine:ira In particular.
cause of our especial interest In It,
and because of the position we occspy
on this hemisphere, It Is a matter of
leclal Trtda to us that our nation,
tbe American nation, nhouli have un- (Continusd on
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OTHER ROADS WANT

RAILROAD MEM ARE NOW WILLING

Negotiations
Will

Surrender

All Asked But The Rate

CASHIER T. LEE CLARKE

SANTA FE CENTRAL

TO COMPROMISE WITH PRESIDENT
Regulating

on

Now

With the Pittsburg

Proprietors.

Injunction Power Instead.

VALUE OF ALBUQltRQUF. EASTERN

Washington,

D.

C,

Oct.

21.

Rail-

to rate legislation is
prepared to compromise.
Here are the terms which will be
to President Roosevelt in a
offered
bill which will probably be presented
to the senate committee on interstate
commerce:
An amendment of the Interstate
commerce act to make more specific
the right of the government to deal
with terminal abuses, industrial roads,
switch tracks, elevators, etc.
Enlarged powers in the government to supervise and examine the
books and accounts of the railways,
with a view to prevent secret rebates,
etc.
Amendment declaring special car
facilities to be subject to tbe same
control by the federal authorities as
any other instrumentality of inter-slat- e
commerce, and requiring publicity.
Amendment requiring longer notice for reduction or elevation of
rates.
Amendment to expedite hearings in
rate disputes, and to provide for instituting original proceedings In the
circuit court of the United States,
without waiting for preliminary hearings before the interstate commerce
commission.
Amendment vesting interstate commerce commission with enlarged powers and duties in the instigation of
complaints and conduct of prosecutions.
The railways are willing to yield
everything demanded by the administration except the specific kind of
remedy for rate discriminations which
President Roosevelt has hitherto Insisted upon, namely a remedy to increase of power In a commission to
substitute and put Into immediate effect a new rate In place of one found,
after hearing, to be unreasonable.

In place of the president's remedy
for rate discrimination, it is proposed
that complainants be given enlarged
tacilities to invoke the aid of the injunction. This power, it will bo argued by those who favor this proposition, never has been tried, although
tiie Elkins amendment, they say, permits it.
Those who are putting forward this
remedy deny that they are asking the
courts to go Into the
business. They say that they are not
quarrelling with the recently rendered opinion of the attorney general
that the courts may not, by appeal or
otherwise, fix future rates. It is claimed that the decree of the court, after
findings-rat-e
to ' be - discriminatory,
would be an order enjoining the offending road from continuing to collect the unfair rates. Any failure to
comply in spirit as well as letter with
the court's mandate, would be contempt.
While the court would not name a
new substitute rate, the Injunction
would compel the roads to adopt a
reasonable rate and would compel
them to secure the court's consent to
modify it, even If conditions changed
and it became necessary to change
rate-makin- g

the rate.

The novelty of the proposition the
correction of rate discriminations by
Injunction is likely to attract lively
attention. While there has not been
so much agitation of "government by
Injunction" of late years, there is
"still a widespread sentiment that the
court's, powers in this direction have
(been already considerably stretched.
The compromise has not yet been
'formally laid before President Roosevelt, but those who have been shap
ing it up profess to be hopeful that
the president will be persuaded to ac
cept it.
No legislation is the alternative
which the railways offer him.

ENGLISH EVERYWHERE CELEBRATE

In every part of
Guidon, Oct.
the British empire and wherever a
r
floats, the one
British
of Nelson's
hmulreth anniversary
victory over the combined fleets at
France and Spain, off Cape Trafa sar,
is heinK celebrated.
Trei'algar Day has become the greatest and most generally observed anniversary of the English nation. Nelson's column in Trafalgar Square was
profusely decorated with wreaths of
flowers and thousands visited t e
monument to pay their respects to the
memory of England's greatest naval
hero. As usual tho navy league sent
a magnificent floral tiibute of large
dimensions, tied with tho French and
Spanish colors. Tht're was a big
gathering with addresses in Albert
Hall In the afternoon and a grand evening concert in commemoration of
the day. In Liverpool and many other
21.

man-of-wa-

--

OLDEST NEW YORK VOTER
IS ONE HUNDRED AND FOUR.
New York, Oct. 21. Simon Harris,
who lives on Norfolk street, in Manhattan, is tho oldest vrer who has
registered f - the con In.? el ;o.ion in
this city. He is 104 years old ard
nas been a voter for over forty vears.
He is Btill fairy siring and in full
possession of lis meuai facilities, lie
is bent by agt, but etpecis to v to a
lew more elec ions.
secretary of tbe North Plarft; Copper
Mining and Smelting
company, of
Douglas, Wyoming, was arrested in
this city today on a warrant charging
him with being a fugitive from Jusiice
from Philadelphia. Brown was indicted in that city October '1 on a charge
of larceny in connection with the financial affairs of the company which
was Incorporated In Douglas in Juue,
IDOL
KeceiTership proceedings have
been instituted In this city, Philadelphia aud Douglas.

e

MILLER AND COMPANY

New York. Oct. 21. In their review
Co.
of the cotton situation, Miller
cities there were civic parades and
"One of the effects of the recent
patriotic celebrations.
Tbe day was drop in temperature will be the recere- lease of a great deal of pent up cjitton
also observed with elaboiate
In
monies
all tho British colonies.
in the Mississippi valley, where quar-

PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES
CELEBRATE IN MONTREAL.
Moutieal, Queb., Oct. 21. Trafalgar
Day is celebrated here today by many
of the patriotic societies and the principal feature of the day will be the
memorial concert at the Y. M. C. A.
auditorium tonight, under the auspices of the Sons of England. The
Rev. H. Jekill will deliver un address.
SONS OF ENGLAND WILL
GIVE CONCERT IN HONOR
Winnipeg, Man., Oct. 21. Under the
auspices of the various lodges of the
Suns of England, Trafalgar Day will
lo celebrated tonight by a large con-cert. Prof. Bland and Prof. Stanford
Evans will deliver patriotic addresses.

$5,000 to Church Building Fund-O- ther
Incorporators of New Mexico Enterprises
Are Wealthy.

After the first startling reports of
the failure of the Enterprise National
bank, of Allegheny, Pa., and the suicide of T. Lee Clark, Its cashier, who
was treasurer of the Santa Fe Central
railway and tiie Pennsylvania Development company, both institutions vitally important to the growth and advancement of central New Mexico, and
the subsiding of tbe furore in New
Mexico financial and political circles
caused by the connection with Clarke
of Delegate W. H. Andrews, who Is
president of the Santa Fe Central railway, through erratic and unfounded
reports of the affair by the Morning
Journal in an attempt to be sensational, the truth of the affair gradually becomes known.
Delegate Andrews had no more connection with the failure of the Enterprise National bank, than that he
was president of the Santa Fe Central railway, ot which Clarke was
treasurer, and probably the fact that
be was associated and Is associated
In several New Mexico
enterprises
with Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania,
who wielded some influence in placing
some of the Pennsylvania state funds
in the Enterprise National bank on
deposit.
Apparently Mr. Andrews' name was
brought in connection with tho failure
of the Enterprise National bank for
political purposes alone.
That the bank Mb solvent, is tbe
latest advice received from Pittsburg.
That tbe depositors, and the state
of Pennsylvania, which had money aggregating JS'tO.OiW on deposit with the
bank, will be reimbursed in full, is
assured by the stability of the bank's
stockholders.
That the failure of the Enterprise
National bank was due to the Injudicious management of its erstwhile
cashier, is revealed by bis own written confession.
And that the first sensational reports about Senator Andrews, General
Torrance, Senator I'enrose, and other
Pennsylvanians largely interested In
New Mexico enterprises, went mixed
up with tho scandal which drove
Ciarko to suicide, were sent by enemies of the republican state administration t Pennsylvania, of which Senator I'enrose, an associate of Senator
Andrews, is Identified, for political
capital alone. Is also proven. Homer
L. Castle,
prohibition candidate lor
superior court judge, ami a law part
ner of
William A. Stone,
who is conducting a crusade against
the republican leaders, has virtually
admitted this.
Because the Enterprise National
bank held a large sum of Pennsylvania state funds and because its cash;
b r was treasurer for institutions In
New Mexico, promoted by Senator Andrews, Senator Penrose and Francis
J. Torrance, the party that la not in
power in politics saw that by associating the above facts and distorting
them, they could create what would
appear to the outsider as a scandal.
WAS GREATLY

SURPRISED.
GEN. BIOTH
Col. W'.
nopewell, vice president
of tho Santa Fo Central and Albuquerque Eastern railways, and of the Pennsylvania Development company, arrivft
",'tlotA.
ed from Denver last nlht. Mr. Hopewas very much surprised at
well
the suicide of Cashier T. Lee Clark of
the Enterprise National bank, but
seems confident of carrying out to success the projects which are said to
have fallen through by the failure and
Hit
suicide of Treasurer Clarke.
-- . v
it
"The first intimation I received of
v
the catastrophe which befell Clarke,"
said Mr. Hopewell, "was an article in
a Denver paper.
You can Imagine
what a great surprise it was to me.
I was in Pittsburg
In August and saw
Mr. Clarke, and everything was moving along smoothly at that time. I
cannot yet conceive his reasons for
suicide, and as to the Santa Fe Central borrowing a large amount of
money from the Enterprise National
.
bank, that is a mistalie.
"Mr. Clarke was personally, a heavy
Investor la Santa Fe Central stock,'
and all the kindred interests. But
these properties, the Santa Fe Cen- This Is the latest photograph or ii hi, me leuuajivuuia ueveiopmeui
bief of the Sal- company and the Albuquerque Eastthe comiander-iu-- (
vation Army, and shows tUit the ern, with lands, coal and salt deposgouera! U ai'iug rapidly.
its, are worrti many tines over all
.

BOSTON WILL MAKE THE
OCCASION INTERNATIONAL
Boston, Mass., Oct. 21.
The one
hundredth anniversary of the battle of
Trafalgar and the death of Admiral
Nelson, the gteatost hero of England's
history, will be celebrated here today

by the English residents and patriotic
order of the Sons of England, by a
graud memorial concert, which will be
given tonight under the auspices of
i
1 uo ( .
Ik lv tan tiuu ui uuaiuu.
ebration will be held at Tremont
Temple, which has been beautifully
ami appropriately decorated for the
occasion. Cautain" Alfred T. Mahan.
L'. S. N.. retired, will be the nilneiual
speaker, and Commander Takeshlta,
tho Japanese naval attache,; Admiral
Sir H. Edward Seymour, H. N., who
came from England for the purose of
attending thl
celebration, and Sir
Henry Mortimer Durand, the British
ambassador, will also deJiver short
ad Ji wises.
The rest of the program
ill Include
and chorus
numbers.

Gave

antines have seriously Interfered with
Quarantines cease
transportation.
when frost sets in, and it Is believed
that a heavy movement of cotton will
beirin towards New Orleans. Such a
movement would take at least a week
r t n days before showing In the officii! record f receipts, ami meanwhile, there may be quite a sharp falling off In the total, situe private reports are almost unanijim'ts In titating
that farmers have sold lit Me or nothing since October 3d. ami the holdings
by men bants and others Inve, by this
COL. W. S. HOPEWELL
lime, been shipped out."
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Mining Man Arrested for Larceny.
Boston, Oct. 21. Dr. Win. Brown,

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 21. Apparently
Na
the directors of the Enterprise
tional bank of Allegheny, are today' at
much in the dark regarding the bank's
financial condition a they were when
the doors were closed Wednesji
last. The conference of the directors
and their counsel last night uid not
adjourn until after midnight.
Information as to the questions un
der consideration was refused, but it
is known that the advisability of taking action, either criminal or civil,
au discussed, and also the methods
e estate
to be pursued in holding
!of Cashier Lee Clarke Hal.'-- ' for any
shortage that may t d!v,jFl d.
Negotiations are now- - unde way
for the sale of the Santa Fe Central
railroad by the Pittsburg owners. It
is said that several offers have been
made for tho property, and at least
three or four railroads, which now
have connections with it, are among
the negotiators. These roads are the
Denver & Rio Grande, the Rock Island, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
and the El Paso & Southwestern, the
latter also being known as the proppeople.
erty of the Phelps-Dodg(The fact that connecting railroads
are competing for the ISanta Fe Central is not surprising, for, realizing its
great Importance, several of tbem for
some time, have 'been trying to secure
control of the road. As the Albuquerque Eastern is the jewel In the Pennsylvania Development company's assets, making of value all else It holds,
any road that may secure the Central
will be even more anxious to complete
the Eastern than have been the present owners. The completion of the
Albuquerque Eastern, opening as it
to Albuquerque
does, the Central
commerce, and making available the
valuable bonus from this city, as well
as the immense riches of the Hagan
coal fields, cannot be in doubt under
Editor.)
anv circumstances.

COTTON REPORT BY

THE GLORIES OF TRAFALGAR DAY

'

A PHILANTHROPIST

Foot

Power for Commerce Commission, Desiring

way opposition

WAS

the money ever spent on them. There
are more than 1,040,000 tons of coal
already blocked out In the Hagan coal
fields, and many millions, yet unde
veloped.
"1 am not yet decided on my Immediate nt)vement8 In the completion of
tne Eastern, but If there is any delay
It will be only temporary and of short
duraiion. There are but ten miles of
the road yet to be completed and I
can assure you that wa will have little trouble in completing It."
HEAVIEST STOCKHOLDERS
ARE WEALTHY MEN.
Of Francis J. Torrance, one of the
backers rf tha Santa K rtentrnl the
Atbu iiierque Eastern and the Pennsyl
vania Deveiopment company, the commercial agencies say that he is worth
over $2,000,000, and is influential In
politics, and a large holder of stocks,
bonds and realty.
The record of T. Lee Clark is not
so flattering. Until a few years ago
bis real estate holdings were comparatively small. Within the past year be
purchased some homes costing $35,000,
ami cave lii OOO Inmarit tho hnlMlnir
of a church in Allegheny. His in
come was large.
A SWORN

8TATEMENT

FROM THOSE INTERESTED.

The Santa Fe Central Hallway company was built by the Pennsylvania
Development company, and completed.
about two years ago. It extend from
Santa Fe south, about 120 miles, con
necting the Denver & Rio Grande, the
'Santa re system and the Hock Island
system. The road is in good condi
tion and earning much more than operating .expenses, and the earnings are
steadily increasing. W. H. Andrews
Is president of the railroad company,
Arthur Kennedy is president of the
Development
company, Francis J.
Torrance is vice president of both
companlos, and W. C. Hagan is secretary of both companies. Mr. Clarke
was treasurer of both companies and
had the custody of their securities,
"lhe railroad company has no notes
out. We are not aware of any notes
of the Pennsylvania Development company in the Enterprise National bank
and the company has no record of
such. If, however, Mr. Clarke used
any notes of the company In his bank,
they will be paid. (Sinned)
ARTHUR KENNEDY.
FRANCIS J. TORRANCE.
W. H. ANDREWS.
W. C. HAGAN, Secretary.
Neither myself or associates had
any connection with the Enterprise
W. H. ANDREWS.
'auk.

ORDER

OF

STklDtS

PREDICTED

Kansas City, Oct. 31. Congressman
A. Tawney, of Minnesota, who passed through Kansas City last night en
route east, at the head of the congressional party that has been studying the statehood question in the went
is quoted as saying:
"Conditions are not yet ripe for the
admission of either New Mexico or
Arizona, or both of the territories together. I believe that the wisest move
for those two territories at this time,
would be to cease agitating the statehood question altogether. Those territories are not yet ready for it, and
there Is no use talking about It.
' "There
is nothing wrong with the
people or natural conditions of New
Mexico or Arizona. Both are enjoying great prosperity, and It is for this
reason that I expect to oppose with all
my power their admissicfh now. I
believe that the federal government la
giving them justice in every particular. Further, admission to statehood
would unsettle the conditions there.
Capital is going in there while the
conditions are in a transitory state.
What the country needs put there Is
settled conditions for a few years at
least. How many years I would not
venture to predict though within the
next five years, unless something
happens, both the territories
will make monstrous strides.
"Another thing I am impressed with,
Is the utter impracticability
of making a single commonwealth of those
two large territories. I can assure
you that no move will he made toward statehood for Arizona, in any
form whatever, at the approaching
session of congress. That has been
decided upon."
.1.

THIS GRBAT PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS THE SCENE OF THE WONOKRFUI. REFORM DEMONSTRATION IN FRONT OF THE CITY 1 ALL AT PHILADELPHIA, W1UCH
MONDAY AFTERNOON AND LASTED FAR INTO THE NIGHT. THOUSANDS OF CITIZENS, LNDIUN ANT AT BOAS1SM, WENT TO THE CITY HALL TO NOTIFY THE CIT
COUNCIL WHICH IS STILL RULED BY BOSS DURHAM AND HIS OANil, THAT BOODL1NG TACTICS IN ClTY LhXJULATlON. MUST CEASE. THE PEOPLE CARRIED AMERICAN FLAGS AND SUGIIKSTIVB BANNERS, AND AFTER THE COUNCIL MEETING MARCHED 'iO THE HOME OF DURHAM AND DENOUA.CED HIM. THE PHOTOGRAPH WAS
TAKEN ESPECIALLY FOR THIS NEWSPAPER, AND IS A REMARKABLE PICTURE OF THE TliBN'D OF THE TIMES FOR PUBLICITY IN CITY GOVERNMENT.

JACKSONVILLE HAS

A

IS HIS REASON

Capital Would Not Come in
if Government Changed
to State.

Attentive Concourse.
ABOUT

OF ANY KIND
As Congressman Tawney

After

TALK

NO STATEHOOD

L E

mTTI
1
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STAR APPOINTS OFFICERS
ANNUAL

SESSION OF THE LODGE
CLOSES THIS AFTERNOON AN
ELEGANT BANQUET TENDERED
VISITORS LAST NIGHT.

The annual session of the grand
chapter of the Order of the Eastern
Star closed this afternoon at Masonic
hall, thus marking the close of the
week of Masonic meetings, which has
been tho most successful In point of
attendance, of any ever held. Last
night an elegant banquet was tendered
tho visiting delegates to tho granVI
chapter by Adah chapter In Masonic-hall- .
The following officers were ai- poluted at this afternoon's mooting,
and Installed, together with the officers that were elected yesterday:
Grand Adah Edith Everitt.
Grand Ruth Jennie Abrams.
Graud Esther Frances Colip.
Grand Martha Rosa Risdon.
(rrand Electa .Mae Browne.
Graud Warder Jennie Williams.
Grand Sentinel Thomas Uherwood,
Grand Chaplain Alice Chandler.
Grand Marshal John Bolton.
Graud Organist Essie Copp.
Big Brewery Failure.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. Upon petition of some of its creditors, E. J.
Becker, of Kansas City, was today appointed receiver for the Imperial
Brewing company, of this city. The
company owes about $i25.0oo. Debts
include $1Mi),0o0, fir.t mortgage bonds
$125,000 second mortgage bonds and
about $"!9,oo9 in floating debts.

en

WOMAN'S

RELIEF CORPS

TO GIVE HALLOWE'EN

PARTY

The Woman's Relief Corps la planning & Hallowe'en party which will be
given next Thursday evening at Red
Men's hall. The ladies are arranging
a very interesting program and a delightful time Is anticipated. A small
admission fee ot 25 cents will be
charged and this will Include refreshments and dancing.

AMERICA'S FIRST

M1LI-

-.

TARY STEEPLE CHASE
New York, Oct. 21. The first military steeple chase under the auspices
of the United Hunts Racing association and with the endorsement ot the'

military authorities, will be run at
Morris Park this afternoon. The War
Department has expressed itself very
strongly in favor of the plan of holding such steeple chase meetings and
has promised to lend every assistance within the power of the military
As there are no funds
authorities.
available for the purpose, however,
the officers taking part In these
steeple chase meets will have to pay
their own expenses. The number of
entries for today's contest Is surprisingly large and some excellent snort
is expected. The officers of the United Hunts Racing association
are
Perry Belmont, president; Howard N.
Potter, vice prestdent; Ralph N. Ellis,
treasurer, and Belmont Purdy, secretary.
The executive committee is
composed of H. S. Page, H. N. Potter
and John R. Town Bend.

THREE CONVENTIONS
MEET AT LINCOLN
Lincoln, Neb., Oct.

21.

Three

im-

portant conventions onened their an

nual sessions here today: The Na
tional Prison association of the United
States, the National Prison Physicians' association, and the National
Prison Chaplains' association.
All
these organizations practically belong
together and have been organized for
the purpose of improving and reforming the prison system in the United
Mates, in regard to their general administration and management, their
hygienic conditions and their moral
and religious side. Every state In the
union and every territory is represented by deb gates appointed by the re
spective sruieji and territorial governments and tho United States government Is especially represented by the
Rev. J. L. Milligan, who for years has
represented the United States government at various national and International prison congresses in this country and Europe. The three conventions will continue until next Thurs-

day.

MATCH MAKING PATENTS
SOLD UNDER HAMMER.
Wilmington, iKd., Oct. 21. Under an
order of the court of chancery, Andrew
E. Sanborn, as receiver, will sell at
the cou t hous-- , this afti:mi-jnthe

letters patent and the right, title and
teien ef the l(jl,y Ma.ch coui'iuy.
:n .nw.uiMiis m ms.ru mtk
machinery that was usej i.i tha C'aui'.en
plant of the Ruby company. I; controls the valuable patents used In the
manufacture 0f nsatcries, and all cf
tiieai v i be iold. Reprei.v.tiitvps
of several manufacturing concerns cl-uei' in tiie manufacture of c atches
are in the cfv nd so-rspirited
i
expected at tbe auction. Tbe
ltuby Match company w.n a Delaware corporation, doliu bj;ed
in
C m den.
g

a

bid-'Uu- g
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Colo. 'Phone, 234.
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Plumbing & Heating Co.
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PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
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$500,000.00
$250,000.00

The State National
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U. S. DEPOSITORY.
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BANK

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
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With our new rates
on residence
lighting.
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See the Light Man
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE, N.

M.
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PRESIDENT

BRO. BOTULPH,
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HAY DEN

Plans to Get Rich
W.
are often frustrated by sudden break-- :
AN'D DUil.DLR.
CUNTRACTOK
.
downs, due to dyspepsia or constlpa-Urace up and take Dr. King's
tion.
Office and Factory
New Lifo Pills. They take out the
112 WKST COPPER AVENUE.
materials that are clorgiug your en-- '
ergies, and give you a new start. Cure'
Albuquerque, N. M.
headache aud dizziness-- too. At all! '
drug stores; 25c, gaai anteed.
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION
ok

Course of Construction

Tin-- :

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS,

AND

TWENTY-SEVE-

LOTS SOLD IN THE EASTERN ADDITION

N

are publicly

s

Loans and Discounts,

-

serting that during their twenty years
stay In the
thriving
I-

-

n

vicinity of the present
they

city of Albuquerque,

the

plated.

Cash and Exchange,

Total,

week.

-

have never before seen such activity

,

1,310,015.50

-

-

-

63,222.60
38,500.00

Deposits,,

-

285,030.28
209,000.00
2,470,928.21

1663,015.50

-

-

25, 1905

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

$1,191,220.39

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

month, and report good sewerage. The prices range from
twenty-sevenew houses now under 1100 to $150 and $200 per lot, sold on
course of construction in that addi- the installment plan of $10 down and
tion alone, with many more contem- the balance In payments of $1 per
the first of

as-

AUGUST

LIABILITIES

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,
oldest-timer-

M."

RESOURCES

Highlands, Since October 1st.
The

o

First National Bank

New Houses Now Under

Twenty-Nin- e

':

0

ALBUQUERQUE'S RAPID GROWTH

$2,955,958.49

Total,

$2,955,958.49

--

the office of the Surety
Nearly every owner Is figuring on
vestment company, owners, for printed
the improvement of .his holdings.
vestment company has sold twenty-Bin- e
These lots are G0xl42 feet, level, plaf, Office, 110 South Second street.
lots in the Eastein addition since and just high enough to guarantee D. K. B. Sellers, Manager.
Call at

v..

In real

estate sales.

The Surety

In-

In-

Depository of the

A. T. & S. F.

Railway System
0

"HELD FOR A MILLION OR
BAD LUCK TO THE RICH"

SPORTING...

MOST ANYTHING

...BREVITIES

From Josh Wise.

Act I "I see your S 1.000,04 to and
will raise you $l,ooo,00 more."

I

Act II 'Well, boys, that was easy
Act III "Hands up. gentlemen!
had only a pair of deuces."
John VV. Gates, you are my prisoner!"

'

Harvard Interference Is too slow.
Time and again it failed In Saturday's
game to keep up with the runner.
Still, the crimson showed a decided
improvement over the earlier form of
the eleven.
Broken in health, dependent uimn
the charity of others. Mic.iael V. Dwy-e- r,
a few years ago the foremost figure on the American turf, says of the
racing- game: "After more than twenty
years of racing. I say that it Is beyond
human power to bent the ring. You
can't do It, no matter how you try,
for it is your Judgment against others',
theirs being backed with inside knowledge that you can't get." Dwyer loaL
I2,4no.oo on fhe turf.
Willie Lewis says he Is willing to
meet Joe Clans, the legitimate lightweight champion, or Joe W'alcott. the
welterweight champion, but that all
other negro fighters are barred Lewis
says he will fight only the champions
of the colored race.
The Princeton coaching staff took
on three new members last week
"Boh" Galley, John Ward and
.1. R. DeWitt.
Another sailor lias entered the ring.
He is from the U. S. S. .Vlorlda, and
his name is Burke. Over In Philadelphia he defeated Eddie Heney In two
rounds. Burke Is fairly clever, but
fights fast and furious and has a blow
like the kick of a mule.
George Siler isn't throwing up his
hat for Al Kaufman and cheering him
on as the coming champion.
Silef
wants to wait and see whether Kaufman can stand the gaff.' In all his
fights, thus far, Kaufman has done
all the punishing. He hits hard. Is
shifty and clever, hut he hasn't been
mauled around the ring yet. Siler
harks back to the time Peter Mahef
landed on this turf, and bowled over
the men he met with the greatest of
ease: but he quit when stung in the
battle with Fitzsimmons at New Orleans. A lasting fighter must lie able
to receive as well as give punishment.
.1. H. Ma; tin, the American Jockey,
will ride for the Prince of Wlalcs next
year. He will receive $10,(luo exclusive of tlie regular fees, regulated by
The prince also
the jockey club.
wanted Maher, hut could not get him.
Notre Dame will lose two foot bull
slurs Paupa and Heiinauker because
of alleged unfair treatment on the
part of Coach McGlew. They are considered among the best linemen Notre
Dame ever had.
heavy
"Yank" Keiiney, former
weight prize fighter and sparring
partner of .lames .). Coibett, is having
trouble with the New York police. He
is being held for impersonating an officer. About two weeks ago he was
taken up on a charge of highway robbery, but proved an alibi.
In an effort to produce an absolutely safe automobile, tlie largest
makers of such machines have banded
tngethi to carry out scientific experiments until it is ascertained just what
grades and compositions of metals
are best for the production of a safe
and reliable car.
Plans are under way for an International yacht race for small boats,
between Germany and the I'nited
States, next summer, off Marbiekead,
It is proposed to establish a
Mass.
cup that shall be a perpetual challenge

Man gen'rally gits

noth-lu- '
for nohln'; sometimes.
r
BOllieiulu , f
liuiiiui lei
but I never heerd uv 'im U
glttin' somethin' fer notn- in'
0

. u i ..

iR
f
A

I I

"Cant we do something to arouse a
little Interest?" asked the Junior of
the woman's college. "The college
boys have so much fun and have their
pictures in the paper all the time,
and I think we should do something to
show thete Is a live college spirit
here."
"So do I," suld the senior. "Can
you suggest anything to do?"
"Yes; let's have a chatellne bag
rush."

'

Act IV "Who are you?"
Act V "Say, Pat, I II bet this money
Act VI "Ah. thank you. Mr. Crowe
t
Who am I? I am Pat Crowe, the against your gun that you're fooling, f ? m OTry 1 can-- walt any longer,
"lit I have an engagement at 4. Oood- celelirated, kidnaper.'
Let's see your gun."
by!
COME 1H0U ALMIGHTY

HEARST SMELTER
CHANGES HANDS
COMANCHE

COMPANY,

THE NEW

OWNERS, GETTING READY TO
OPERATE ON A LARGE SCALE.
A correspondent
writing id the Denver News from Silver City, says:
The Comanche company, which is
operating a smelter here, Is installing
a new
stack, which will soon
lie ready for operation.
Since this
"company purchased the Hearst smel-ite- r
I
here Mid lie mines at Finos Altos, r has been preparing tor a systematic operation of the properties.
'A nLi.ow gauge railroad is being in i It
from tlie smeller here to the mines al
'I'inos Altos, a distance ol about thirteen mill's, so that the cost of getting
ore from the mines to the smelter
will be reduced considerably from the
rate paid freighters now. The grade
of the railroad is completed and steel
is being laid. Jt is expected that the
road will be in operation by the end
of this month. This will enable operators at I'inos Altos to mine and
ship lower grade ore than has heretofore been mined in this camp, which
'is one of the oldest gold camps in New
'Mexico, having been a producer for
more than forty years.
LTii'-to-

I

g
Some very fine silver ere is now
mined in Chloride Flat near the
obi Hreineu '"t mine, which produced
about $:i,ouu,nOn in silver f:om the
time of its discovery in ISTtl until it
was closed down some years ago.
bo-in-

The HuiTo .Mountain Copper
is handling alsiut l.'iii tons of ore
a day in its mill at Leopold and ship-'pinthe concentrates to Colorado for
treatment. It is expected that when
the present contract expires the concentrates will be smelted here, so that
the cost of transporting the output
'will be very materially reduced.
com-pan-

g

The Production of the mines in the
'Mogollon district is greater now than
it has been f'r some years and preparations

are being made to resume

'work on several properties which are
tiow idle. Talk of building a railroad
from this place to Mogollon has been

revived since the Pinos Altos road
was commenced and should this be
done the output of the mines at Mogollon and Cooney could be increased
many fold. Most of the ore in this
is low grade and would not
by
bear the expense of freighting
wag hi to this place, a distance
of
tiglnv miles. With railroad conimu-icat in tills camp would become one
of the largc.--l ore producers in the

di.-t:i- it

'Soul hwest

.
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NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE.
Your patronage
solicited.
Nice,

clean rooms.

VIRGINIA
52

MAESTAS,

South First street.

KING

(No one knows who wrote this popular church hymn. In the greater
number of books it is credited to
Charles Wesley. That is because it
first appeared in company with some
of his hymns; but. neither Wesley
nor bis contemporaries claimed it as
bis. There are some reasons for
thinking that it was ilie work of the
Hev. .Martin
Maden
, an
h'nglish Meihodist clergyman well
known both as ii vivid orator and an
enthusiast ie musician. He practiced
law for several years before being
ordained. Later he was chaplain of
the Lock Hospital. Tlie hymn, with
its tune. 'Italian Hymn," has won for
itself no uncertain p. ace in the worship of American churches, although
its use is by no means so general in
other lands.)
Come, Thou Almighty King,
Help us Thy name to sing.
'
Help us to praise;
Father, all glorious,
O'er all victorious,
Come, and reign over us,
Ancient of Hays!

FOUND BLEACHING
ON THE PLAINS
REMAINS OF
NEAR

'

A MAN DISCOVERED

RED

COUNTY.

LAKE,

LINCOLN

Word was brought to White Oaks
Sunday night that the body of a man
bad been discovered lying on the open
plain in the vicinity of Red Lake,
ahoilt twelve miles from that town.
Early Monday morning a. coroner's
jury was empanelled by justice of
the peace H. H. Thompkins ami went
at once to invest igaie. I'pon arriving
on the ground they found the body
lying near the road and about two
miles from the lake. From its appearance the man had evidently been
dead, for several days.
He was apparently a person of about 4.") years
of age, well dressed and of medium
Ity papers found in the
height.
pockc.s of his clothing it was learned
thai his name was William iKinican
and that bis home was either in
or Scbnectady, New York.
There was also found a jjold watch,
some old and rare coins, a certificate
of membership in the bartender's asCome, Thou Incarnate Word,
sociation at Watertown. second class
(iird on Thy mighty sword;
railroad ticket from Scbnectady, New
Our prayer attend;
York, to San Francisco, and an acciCome, and Thy people bless;
dent policy for $2.r.nit. No other artiAnd give Thy word success;
cles of value were discovered.
Spirit of Holiness:
Indications are that he had wanOn us descend.
dered about for some time in the imvicinity where his body was
mediate
Come, Holy Comforter!
found and hail iain down several times
Thy sacred witness bear,
liefore reaching the point where death
In this glad hour!
overtook him. It is supposed he had
Thou, who almighty art.
become demented while traveling
Now rule in every heart,
through tlie country and left the train
And ne'er from us depart,
at Anctio Station, on the Kl Paso &
Spirit of power!
railway in the night.
Southwestern
He evidently wandered about on the
To the great One In Three,
range,
which at this point is comparaThe highest praises be,
tively unoccupied, and had perished
Hence evermore!
from hunger, thirst and exposure.
His sovereign majesty
The remains were decomposed to
May we in glory see,
such an extent that the removal of
And to eternity
the body to town was impossible and
lxive and adore.
it was burled on the spot. The BarStops earache In two minutes, tooth- tenders' association at Watertown,
ache or pain of burn or scald In five New York, was notified.
The coroner's jury decided that the
minutes; hoarseness, one hour;
two hours; sore throat, twelve man died from unknown causes, and
so
stated in their verdict.
hours Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil. monarch over pain.
Don't Borrow Trouble.
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
RAILROAD TICKETS.
but the worst thing you can possibly
Cut Rate.
For reduced rates to and from all borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
points, go to Paulsen's Association heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
Railroad ticket office. Railroad tickets pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
bought, sold and exchanged.
ness, Bright' disease, and similar Internal disorders, don't sit down and
Itching piles provoke profanity, but brood over your symptoms, but fly for
profanity won't cure them.
Doan's relief to Electric Hitters. Here you
ointment cures Etching, bleeding or. will find sure and permanent forget
protruding piles after years of suffer- fulness of all your troubles, and your
ing. At any drug store.
body will not be burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
IVES. THE FLORIST,
COc.
Guaranteed.
fresh Cut Flowtrm.
8ARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EV- GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8 ERY DAY AT MAL.OY'3.
17l'ti-179-

mus-cleach-

Wat-ertow-

j

have

i
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ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

given to handling of passengers and freight
' th" Chlca6.
Island & Pacific rail- -

rerpectfully

JtmU

'

.ol.clteT

W. H. ANDREWS,

S. B. QRIMSHAW,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
J'
1 GRIM SHAW,
City Frt. and Pais. Aet.
Traveling vrt
t.- GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.
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SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

longest,
measure.

"Yes,

sir. that's a domestic cigar."
otmhl to stoll
blivini'' vnnr
cigars from the employment agencies.'
wnats the matter with Biayson?
lie's wound up his business."
"That was the natural thing for him
t rophy.
Naturally, a challenge coming out to (Id. He had let it run down."
of I u isvil if would bar the colored CALL
FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
brother. Marvin Hart says he will
BONDS.
fight any white man in t.ie world to a
finish and that ho will back the chalThe county commissioners of the IT
lenge with a side bet of 15,000.
countv of liernaiiiin in h i.,Fiinrei6
Diplomatic relations may hn re- of New Mexico, in the exercise
'
sumed between Columbia and Wesley-a- option given by law. hereby give
as soon as the oder of arnica and tice that the funding bonds dated July
the plasters on the bruised players j, i out), issued in two Beries, known

PAINT

S

covers more, tooss

"You call this a domestic cigar, do

most

BUILDINO PAPER
Always
tock. Plaster, Lime, Oemeot,
Paint. Glaus, Sash Doors, etc.

Deet, wears

economical,

full

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

"YOU

Albuquerque

Foundry and

f.

HALL.
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber
!!d7ngsorftd0

Bani-Babb-

Meu,:

lt

and

respectively, consisting
500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both inclusive, of unrio. A
13!)
and
bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139. both Inclusive,
of series B,
wnicn are payable at the outlon of
said commissioners ten years after
the oate thereof, must be presented
for payment at the Chemical National
bank In the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
in the city of Chicago, 111., on or before the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that Interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRTJNSFEI.D.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS. Clerk.
New Cur a fop Canrr
B,

foundry east side

7 railroad

ooooooo

track.

oo

CARRIAGE

of 102 bonds of

anti-racin-

M.

Machine Works 0
Cars-

-

SiS"S

'''

T " " 'c""")' Aii.n.,.M.
ofthelOOOOOOo.rtAs
O

A

V

.J. C. HALiDRIDGJS
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBro

you?"

as

0

prlntar know

Hevenna, O., man claims a ghost
plays " Blue Bells" on his piano at
night. It must be a ghost. No human
being would do such a thing.

are removed.
Yale roachi s are dissatisfied with
the linesmen of the team, and will
devote their time to developing more
speed In this department.
Jas. H. Haggin, the Kentucky breocj-e- r
of thoroughbreds, iias docided to
retire from business, anil will sell his
holdings at Green Hills, near Lexington Ky. Mr. Haggin says the thoroughbred business Is depreciating
every year.
St. Louis and Kansas City horsemen have decided to contest the const utionality of the
law In
Missouri. The law grew out of a
nasty fight among St. Louis race track
gamblers.

0

O00000.

0C

Q o v r e c t
C o ni m e r oial
Vl 11 1 11
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Fe Central Railway System

ZJlZ1
WaVouar

One of the investigated
insurance
companies is pasing around cards, on
which is primed Hie pleii. "Forget it."
Siimenting left off that card, ll should
read, "Foi get it. It's gone."

:

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.
I

t?

A Ivondon newspaper says the English people are growing handsomer.
Humph, there's Isn't any other way
they could grow.

Ye Correspondent Becomes Boastful.
1
am tlie chiimpioti slugger of this
town, as everybody knows there Is not
a mortal on this earth who can stand
up to my blows.
As a heavyweight
und solid grit you bet I am no slouch:
they may c;
at me with Iron bars,
hut I blame soon knock them out. My
latest exhii.it ion proves what I claim
is true; my victim soon squealed,
"That's enough." with both eyes black
and blue. Culpepper correspondence,
Belli, rook (O.) Moon.

Auto. Phone, No. 92

Special attention

ben trying to find out

"Yute"
says while he was
asleep in the barber chair the other
day, he was shaved with a dull razor,
his hair combed the wrong way, his
mustache turned upside down, his
corn cutter taken from him, and he
was otherwise maltreated. West
(O.) Indicator.

Ice Co.

Chicago Rock Island & Pslnc Railways. At Kennedy ndSu
tQe Atchison, Topeka ftSanta Fe railway.
n!' with the wJh
At8ant
Denver & Rio Grande railroad.

wife manages to Jam Into
her suit case all the clothes she has
had to have help to push into her
trunk."
how

J

SUNSHINE

that suit case mystery."
"No, and they never will. I've had
one on my hands for years and have
never been able to solve It."
"What! In your 'home! You don't
I

&

A HOME INDUSTRY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tlckeU to all parts
f the World.
9Iinectl0?" at Torrance. N M., with the El Paso ft

"The police of Boston haven't solved

"Yes,

Southwestern Brewery

Santa

t.

'

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous
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AND RE

PAIRING
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Ordsr.
HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

5
0

For All Kinds of Piles.
1.
All fi nrfaoA a n nan a A
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
cut without leaving a scar, or to cute to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica A
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all, Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield. Va.,1.
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for for years, that seemed Incurable, till Q
blind hleprlinr. ltrhlne and nrntrmtln ir ouonieu i ArniLii caive neaiea it, ana a
idles.
Storm the naln instantly unl now It la nerfertlr well
IliifLrant aaiI
cures permanently. Get the genuine, cuie for cuts and burns. 25c at allJO
druggists.
bold ty all druggists.

Cor. First Street snd Tijeras Road

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

o o

CO.

O
QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

O

Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION,

finest Whiskies

Imported
of

sad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest sad highest trad
i t cti. r tuesi ana DMi iimpoasa and Doaastio Cigars.
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0
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MANY A MODERN

THE PANAMA CANAL

BOY

AND GIRL DELIMITED

(Continued from Page 1.)
dortakon the p. leruiance of

From Vaihlrigton Star

W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Msnnaer '

i

world duty.

this

Ability of Engineers.
body of tl " mo.--t eminent engiboth Americans
neers In the w
and foreigners, i.ave been summoned

He learned to play at tennis.
He had won full many a match;
On the ball ground he was tanions.
He could pitch and bat and catch;
He could box and throw the hammer.
And at wrestling he was good;
He was thoroughly athletic
Hut his father chopped the wood.

CONGRESSIOHAL PAU.YY
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Young Men's
Suits

OCT. 21, 1905.

Ii
r-l-
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young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
bo Induced to go elsewhere. Itake
great pains In having my young
men's clothes
Most

to advise as 1' 'he exact type of
canal which si; ul he built. At no
dlRtant date I 'ie to be able to anThe young man wants all tho late
nounce whit Hi r advice Is, and also
style kinks, and gels them all when
the action taU. i upon their advice.
he comes here. The longer coat,
Meanwhile the wori; is already well
wider collar and lapels, aryl the
under wnv. nn lias advanced suffi
loose trousers a;e some of tho
She was well informed on ethics,
ciently far to e I'd" me to announce
features the young gentleman will
She could formulate a plan
with certalnity 'hut It can surely be
want in evidence In his fall suit.
probably at rather
accomplished, a
Which would show us nil our duty
less expense t an was anticipated.
To our struggling fellow man.
Young Men's
as
Hut upon the l'st point, as well
She could write on household topics
$7.50 to $20.00
upon the quest on of time, no posiDouble
In a manner hard to beat ;
be made until the
tive
statement
in
Men's
Young
She embroidered fancy pillows
$9.50 to $20,00
of engineers
report of the eoinmi-sioSingle
Hut her mother cooked the meat.
as lo the exact '.vpe of canal has been
received.
The young man that lias never
Work Is Difficult.
been here for clothes will do well
sti
The work is :is difficult as It is Imto come.
portant; and It is of course inevitable
BETTER THAN CHARITY IS
that from time to time difficulties will
occur and chocks he encountered.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANHELP FOR THE HELPLESS
Whenever such is the case the men of
ITARY UNDERWEAR.
little faith at heme will lose that little
faith, and the critics who confound
hysteria with eaiphasls will act after
Finding suitable work for all who want It and awak their kind. Hut our people as a whole
The Clothier and Furnisher.
ening wholesome aspiration in all who are without it, possess not only faith, but resolution,
and aro of too virile fiber to he swept
constitute the great human problem of the ages.
one way or the other by mere sensaGeneral Booth, as head of the Salvation Army, and tionalism. No check that may come
will he of more than trivial and passwhose portrait occurs elsewhere In The Citizen today, ing
consequence, will inflict any perhas issued a remarkable appeal for help in carrying out manent damage, or cause any serious
The
Housewife
THE CELEBRATED
a scheme he has evolved for dealing with the Idleness delay. The work can be done, Is beWho
In her bread and
pride
takes
ing done, and will be done. What has
and distress of the congested cities. The two chief rem- already been
cake making knows the pleasure and
accomplished Is a guarsatisfaction to be had by the use of
anty as to the f dure. When any such
edies he proposes are: Land colonization and
work la undertaken there are always
Empress mills flour. She knows her
many adventurers w ho Hock to where
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
The millions of the great cities, who from lack of force it Is going on, and many men who
most nutritious and healthful, and her
who
adventurers,
they
but
think
are
or lack of ambition are unable to bold their own in the
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
are la reality either weak or timid,
keen strife for existence in crowded communities, he follow in their footsteps.
and light.
would transport to the open country or to less densely
w""'1
Classes Who Damage.
ft M 'l:SfciiUfl-T- Bottled In Bond.
Some of the first class will now
populated iauds. Contact with nature's boundless re
and then cause trouble in one way or
M. BERGER
sources, it is hoped, will quicken the aspirations ana another, liut every care will be taken
114 West Copper Avenue.
part
on
any
to
their
misdeed
detect
upon
which success depends.
stimulate the confidence
.
"EMP R Ess.".4...-..e..e.o-It is a proposition to do on a world-widscale what the and to punish them as soon as the
Distillers,
'
is detected. As for the sec
Salvation Army has been doing in the United Slates. 'mlsfleed
FRANKFORT, KY.
ond' class they will cause trouble
The idea upon which were founded the farm colonies in i chiefly by losing heart,
returning
KEEPY0UR HORSE COMFORTABLE!
Ohio, Colorado and California is enlarged to embrace home, or writing home, and raising a
.
Canada and Australia for the relief of the poor of
viy that they are not happy and tiai
I
ME LIN
& EAKIN
Cold Weather Means
the conditions of life are not easy,
being
tor
Sole
Agents.
as
not
work
is
the
done
transformthat
The waste places of the world call for the
ing touch of man's toll. And the helpless, hopeless and 'they think it ought to be done. Now
Albuquerque, N. Il.
Horse Blankets and Lap Robes
stand just as the stragg
crowded down In the congestion of big cities for the ne- 'these menlaggards
Automatic Phone, 199.
who are ever
lers
stand
and
glected land. To take the landless man to the nmnless to be found In the rear of even a vic
We have them in all kinds and
land, though oceans Intervene, is the task which General torious army. The veterans of the
LOW
PRICES
prices.
SPECIAL
,
Booth is now undertaking.
'civil war who aie here present will
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
Three large steamers have been chartered to sail 'tell you that tho very rear of an army,
oooooooocxxxxoooooooooo
direct from the factory.
ven when It is vlctoiious. Is apt to
O. DINSDALE
from London, Liverpool and G.asgow early next spring,
bearing to Canada their freight of hopeful thousands, look and behave as If the victory were
& CO;
helped to an opportunity to lead productive and happy defeat. And just the same thing is
in any great enterprise in civil
lives. In the scheme there is no charity, In the common true there-arCorner of First Street and Copper
always weaklings who
life;
CirrmiKt ,
Boarding Horses a Specialty
meaning of the word. Men are loaned money for their 'get trampled down or lose heart, and
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
OOOOOCKXXXXXXXCOOOOOCOOa
passage and to buy stock and Implements. It must be there are always people who listen to
paid back at a fixed time, and the land chosen must be 'their complaints. They amount
to
paid for in installments.
Nothing is actually given them nothing one way or the other, so iar OCXXXXDOCOOCXXXXXXX3OOOOOO0
is concerned;
except opportunity to help themselves.
Already the as achieving results
O. F. PLATT,
British government has provided some assistance. The 'and their ,;oniplaints and outcries
The real cleaner and dyer. Laus.
dles' and gentlemen's fine
government of New Zealand has adopted some such plan. need never detain
Matter of Health.
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
The late Senator Hoar, a couple of years ago, Introduced
I call you,r attention specifically to
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
a bill in congress to create a national fund for such use the matterof health on the. Isthmus.
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
In 'relieving the congestion of cities and populating the The climate was supposed to be deau
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 67S.
yellow1
was
ly,
especial,
of
lands
fever, in
the west.
and
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epidemic.
to
be
Yet since
It is a movement that had a humble beginning, but is supposed
today commanding the attention of the greatest philan- 'we have assumed control there has
The Albuquerque Hatters
'been far less yellow fever In our own
thropists and statesmen in the world.
country. The administration is steadi
STOVES, RANGES,
and Steam Cleaners
FURNITURE,
1y becoming better and more effective
WINDOW SHADES,
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
trom the hygienic as well as from Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
The work of Clothing steam cleaned and pressed
CAMPING OUTFITS,
ART SQUARES,
St "every other standpoint. great
'building the canal Is a
American Corner of Thltd street and Gold ave
OLD AND NEGLECTED TRUTH
'work, in which the whole Ameiican nue, in the car.
Goods,
'people are interested. It has nothing
to do with parties or partisanship,
IS i EV1VED IN COLLEGE
and is being carried on with absolute
disregard to all merely political considerations; with regard only to efTi- 0. W. Strong's Sons
clency, honosty and economy.
Mexico
117 Gold Avenue,
"The durable satisfactions of life" were the theme of
Interest in Caribbean.
STRONG BLOCK.
President Eliot's talk to the freshmen class at Harvard
The digging of the canal will, of
the other night. He told the boys that there was no rourse, greatly increase our interest
such satisfaction apart from moral cleanliness. Gener- in the Caribbean sea. It. will be our
osity, loo, ho extolled, as well as purity generosity in duty to police the canal, both in the
one's Judgment of men and women, generosity in one's Interest of other nations and in our
own interest. To do this It
is, of
views of life and history.
course, ludespensable
have an effitruths are these. In the fevered chase cient navy (and I. am tohappy to say
Kiinprlntendenta
.n1
Falrvlew
after, modern knowledge and in the skyrocket displays that we are well on our way toward
of
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
theories in science, in sociology, in ethics, having one), and also to possess, as
we already possess, certain strategic I
in psychology and In theology, we hear little of the homeMONUMENTS.
ly but fundamental truths upon which human happiness points to control the approach to the
neIn
It
Is
canal.
urgently
addition
beginning
success
and
N.
the
from
have rested
of time
Second St., Both Phones.
and
j
cessary that the insular and continentThe saving of time means comfort.
will rest till the end. In this
truth laid al
i
countries within or bordering upon
The saving of labor means oasa. Tho
down by President Elot there is a lesson more importthe Caribbean sea should be able to
saving of money means economy. AH
ant for young men to know than In all that is knowledge secuie fair dealing
and orderlly
these savings can best b attained by
of Bcience and mathematics, art and literature yes, all liberty within their own borders. I
M. DRAGOIE
In this land of free speech and freo ballot we have
Installing a
need not say that tho United States
that Harvard's broad curriculum has to offer.
'isthe spectacle, presented in picture elsewher in this
Dealers In
is to the soul to the real life what bread not only has no purpose of aggression
Truth
sue, of thousands of men marching to the home of a and drink are to the body. For, after all, happiness is upon any republic, continental or inGENERAL MERCHANDISE,
mighty political boss In Philadelphia and in bitter terms
quest of every man. Wealth, political power, sular, to the south of us, but has the Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
main
the
all kinds of Fresh Meat
charging him with being a robber, a thug, a dsgrace to
friendliest fetding toward them, and
military glory
all the rest of the ambitions, high
civilization. Only cool heads kept Philadelphia from an- and low, are androads we take In Becking the supreme desires nothing save their progress 300 North Broadway, Corner of Washbut
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they srs
and prosperity, e do not wish another ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
archy and bloodshed and disgrace Monday night.
end, happiness, but forgetting that happiness lies not at foot of territory; and 1 think our conbetter than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. Ona-thlr-d
Hut Is it possible for one man to rob half a million
any other. You are mos t cordially Invited to cxammo our nsw
end of a road, not at the height of an achievement, duct towpard Cuba is a guaranty that
men? In this land where one man is as good as another the
I Ins.
but is hidden within ourselves, ju-- t as the railbow rests this is our geuuine attitude toward all
can a boss amass millions, build a palace, ride in an imour sister republics.
not beyond the hill, but exists in the retina of the eye.
ported automobile and live tin the fat of the land, all at
Affairs of Neighbors.
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
When people deny
there Is any such thing In
the expense of the taxpayers? That sounds like a mon- life as lasting satisfactionthatand
Old stoves taken at a fair valuation.
all pleasure in If ever we should have to Interior
that
declare
Prompt Serlve Day or Night.
XV,
neighbors
Louis
days
of
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it
archy, like the
when Trance was Is
the affairs of our
poppy In the sun
or
on
snowflake
the
the
river
the
imwe
would only be when
found it
preparing for her deluge of blood.
THE McBRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Gold Ave.
blooming for a day and no longer, it may w Ii M. doubted possible longer to refrain from doing
O.
STRONG'S SONS
The day of the boss Is the day of cowardly c:;i.
prescriphonestly
Dr.
Film's
they
whether
have
tried
following;
so without serious damage
Automatic, 147
You can't hide it or conceal ii or deny It. It . t lie
Colo. Phone. 75.
tion. The cavi'er and sour critic, the cjnic. il.e ewv.asi-inand even in such aso it would only
r.
day of the purchased vole and of the
uli
purdisiniMer and ileplorer. th man who goe about be with the sincere and effective
It is the day of the man who place- - tin- present business seeUm;
GO TO THE
ine poison of life, will ne cr have a y lasting pose to make our Interference benedollar ahead of future liberty. It is the day when the sat intact ions.
Of
ficial to the peoples concerned.
man who wants pure government and public honesty
the position we do,
This j.oinl, old fashioned, but sadly neglected, rule of course, occupying
dodges Jury duty, and on election day votes for a scoun- generosity, joined
tslons may now and then arise
phvsical
and w
with
wholesome
livin.'.
n we can not retrain from such in- drel or an inefficient because of lova.ty to bis party.
moral, is he most a. liable thing young' men caa !,now i' rlerence,
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
under penalty of seeA boss, be he In Philadelphia or elsewhere. Is sitouu
An. some older men might be amazed and de.liihn-.mi h
ing some oilier strong nation undercorbuys
and bribes and
because manhood is weak. He
if
give
iiuy
les.ihs
it au honest trial.
would
take the duty which we neglect; and
rupts only as men can be bribed and bought and corsin-neglect would be unfortunate
rupted. Howling mobs may .stand before his marn.e pal'lom more
than one standpoint.
Hint to Uncle Sam.
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
ace anil cry for justice, forgetting that the structure was
V:.e ever possible we should gladly
The Canadian government is about to accede to 1.
duty
an aid we can to a weaker sisreared on their cowardice and failure to do their full
requests of Canadian mining men and establish a Na- G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
r republic which is endeavoring to
as American citizens.
tional Department of Mines at Ottawa, under tho direc- tia.iibxo
stability and prosperity. It is
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
If Philadelphia has learned a lesson, the awful price tion of a minister of mines. Tho Idea
li a commendable m; nnv nor us thing for us to refuse
a
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prove
good
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oue. As a cold business proposition Canada will make sn 'i a!'!, and it is foolish not to give JEMEZ
blessing.
money by it. Such governmental department will pay it i.j a ,vii that will make it really
Carries the United States mall;
for Itself ten times over in the first year of Its existence. effect.
ai: therefore of direct beneTbf Chicago Immigration bureau one day this week Such a governmental department will foster
fit to ti.
e .pie concerned
of in- only lino with a chauge of stock en
the
and
aid
American girls have mining Industry of the Domiulan in many ways. Tres direct In i.'iit to us, sin. ply because route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
disclosed the fact that lorty-uiiiIt is a hen,. in to them, In the last re- rif? leuves Albuquerque every Monday,
been sold into slavery in Chinese harems, most of them Pleiiras Mining Reporter.
sort, and oi.!y in tun last resort. It Weilinsilay and Friday at 6 a. m. For
lost to civilization and without hope of release save by
particulars, address V. U Trimble &
may occasionally bo necessary to
suicide, being helpless prisoners in Chinese interior
Many School Children.
, xercising
vir- Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
by
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what
Central Building; Supplies
are
towns, subject to the whims of the mandarins who
Suppcrititendeiit of Public Instruction Ha
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tually an ii.iernatioual police power, LI. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea, N. M.
able to purchase them through the connivance of a womthe returns from the annual nchool census from if only to avoid seeing some European
Special sale of fine Bath Itobe
an whose identity is well known to the government offic- every county except that, of Roosevelt. There are over power inn-- ,i to exercise It. la short,
your winials. The deab r who delivered these girls into slavery viH'UO between the ages of 5 and L'j years in the territory. while we noist interfere always cau- Blankets, Just the thing for
Third and Marquette
2 each.
See
Both Phones
He has a woman confederate in The census this year was more can fully taken than ever tiously, ai., i never wantonly; yet, on ter Bath Kobe. Choice,
resides in Chicago.
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where the need is Dry Goods company.
Shanghai, .who is also known to the government secret before, and Is a correct indication of the population of rare
service agents. The national government says it must the territory, which, according to the above returns, is gieat, ii I,,,,, be necessary to iuter-tere- ,
nub.-- .I,, are willing to confess
'
rely upon the police and biate authorities to punish pro- about I'mi, nun. Silver City Independent.
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store, then ask for those $:l.5i) walkof Women for immoral purposes. American ConTo 6top the Interest.
are willing t., surrender it into strong- ing Bklrts.
sul James L. Iln.lgers of Hiatii;lial will enlist the
A host of Daniel Webster in handing him a glass ot
er hands; ,ni, i bticli confession and
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too
of the Kiigllsh and Chinese, authorities of that .Madeira out of a dusty and Cobwebbe.l bottle said that he avowal I ki. iw my countrymen
See the window display of the Rto
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store, t'lien ask for those 3 10 walkto $li0. American girls, betrayed two dollars a glass, counting the Interest from the time make.
slaves bring from
'
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SAMPLE AND
Into the hands of rich Chinese by the two women, bring he bought the wine. Webster reached for the bottle ami
Everybody gays ao. What? That
CLUB ROOMS
120 West Raihoa Areme
from fubO to $l,bu(J, the price fluctuating according to he ped himself to a second glass, saying: "I really must the Zeiger C:i(e puts up the best SatiJou't wait for an eipioslon cook
stop that confounded Interest."
beauty and accomplishments.
with gas the humane way.
urday night lunch In town.
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The Optic of yesterday denies the claim of the J""ii
statehood papers Ihnt the reports of the views held by
the congressional party while In Arizona were somewhat
too highly colored, and refers to the interviews with the
of the Optic.
party as published In the same
The Citizen would not for a liwineiit insinuate that
tlio Optic Interviews, In passing through the mind of the
reporter, were Just as liable to a personal coloring as
were the Interviews in the Arizona papers; though In
support of such a possibility the fact that even in scientific investigation and observation allowance must be
made for what scientists call "the personal equation.'
while the Optie's'own assertion that the attitude of the
party "will prove entirely pleasing to the majority of the
people of New Mexico and Arizona" certainly supplies
ma illustration of how easy it is to project one's own
thoughts upon the opinions of others. However, The
Citizen would ask a question and make a statement.
The question is, What is the attitude of the congressional party, which the Optic states will be so entirely
pleasing to the majority of the people of New Mexico
and Arizona? The Optic, doubt .ess w ithout any conscious use of "the personal equation," says that this attitude is: 'Drop this joint statehood agitation. The territories deserve separate siaiehood. Ilucate the nation
and congress to that Idea. We will help you all we can,
and New Mexico and Arizona can't be kept out of the
Union for five years more. The fight being made by a
few people in the territory and by some members of congress is all that is keeping you out now."
Three comments are all this 'attitude" deserves.
First, It Is a confession that at present there is no hope
for single statehood. To get that "the nation and congress" must be "educated," and even with all the "he.p"
this party proposes to render, the most optimistic of
them put the limit at five more years. Single statehood,
therefore, is a mere pretense under which to avoid all
'
statehood.
Second, the attitude is the height of absurdity. For
fifty years New Mexico has been kept out of the Union.
During twenty-twof those years, to the personal knowledge of this writer, ceaseless, strenuous and intelligent
efforts have, been made to educate the nation and congress to let New Mexico into the Union; and ytt the
visiting party, confesses that the nation and congress
must still be educated. Hut, says one, whom Arizona
hospitality had rendered hopeful, what nearly twenty-fivyears of well directed effort has failed to do, can easily
be done In the next five years, for in this education of
the nation and congress "we will help you all we can."
Third, the attitude is absolutely false. What keeps
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Indian Territory tn Arizona
from each entering the Union as a separate and independent state, is not the lack of education on the part
of the nation and congress, but the determination of the
money power in the eastern and "central states that its
supremacy in the senate, and therefore In legislation,
shall not be endangered by the admission of eight addi
tional senators from the southwest. Even the able aid
of the ten gentlemen who have been touring Arizona
cannot, even though they make themselves missionaries
of education to the nation and congress, scale this rock
of Gibraltar, for it Is a matter of vital interest and not of
mere ignorance. It Is further false that the effort for
.Joint statehood Is all that Is keeping us. out now? ,1s it
keeping Oklahoma and Indian Territory out? Did it
!
keep New Mexico out for fifty years? Did it keep
and New Mexico out for the last twenty years?
Did it keep them out in the fight for the omnibus bill?
Did it prevent their admission separately during the last
congress? Comment is useless.
The statement which The Citizen desires to make is
that the house of representatives will consist on assembling of 386 members, To pass any bill will require 194
votes. The political complexion of the house is 251 re-- .
publicans and 135 democrats. Joint statehood is a republican party measure. Suppose, then, every democrat
republishall vote againH It. There must be fifty-nincans to prove false to party fealty, or in other words fifty
more than the nine republicans who recently visited
Arizona and passed through New Mexico. Can any one
reasonably expect so unusual an occurrence? Then, after defeating jointure, can the democrats hold these fifty-nin- e
republicans to vote for four sing.e statehood bills,
or two such bills or an omnibus bill, any of which would
have to come up as a democratic measure? Any one can
see that the proposition is Joint statehood or nothing.
The Citizen can further state that within the last two
weeks Speaker Cannon stated to a member of congress,
than whom one more prominent does not belong to that
body, that at an early day In the session a jointure bill
will be reported from the committee on territories and
'
will le passed by the house.
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It Will Be One of the Features of Educational
Association Meeting.
TO BE

CONTEST

ANNUAL AFFAIR

Superintendent
At
Chirk of the AllmnuerqiiL- ity se.iools,
a contest In oratory will be held in
this city on Wednesday, December-?- ,
under the auspices of the New Mexico
Teachers' association, which will tit-I-s
session here during the Christmas
In this contest all hi;;h
holidays.
schools of the territory and the preparatory departments of higher institutions will participate. Ire following schools have been Invited to send
their best orators:
Hiph schools of Koswell, Carlsbad,
Gallup, Ieniiir, Silver City, Artesia,
Karmingion, L :s Crtices, Socorro, RaClayton, Alamogordo,
ton, l.as Vi
Santa Fe and Albuquerque: and the
Mexpreparatory schools of the N.-ico Military Institute, Kosweli; A. &
M. ColleRe, Mesilla Park; School of
Mines, Socorro: Las Vegas Normal
(school, Silver City Normal school and
the University.
It is proposed that these schools
hold local contests to s"lcct their star
speakers and the ones thus selected to
represent their several schools.
At the conference to be held in December, a territorial oratorical association will be formed and rules formulated to govern future contests.
Orations will be of about twelve hundred words in length and two sets of
three judges each will decide as to
their merits In thought and composition and in delivery.
To bring schools in closer touch
with one another and to give real
practice in public speaking are the
aims of this plan. Questions with reference to t he contest may be sent to
commission In charge of Prof. R. F.
Asplund, Prof. J. H. Crum and Miss
Nancy Hewitt.
Biit .nest ion

from
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CALEDONIAN

DAMAGE SUIT
MUST CO TO TRIAL

COURT OVFRRULE3 DEMURRER
FILED BY THE SANTA FE RAIL-- I
WAY COMPANY,
TO SUIT OF
.

COAL COMPANY.

Judge Ira A. Abbott has announced
his decision on the demurrer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke railway company and the Colorado Fuel
& Iron company, to the suit filed by
the Calednnian Coal company of Gallup, in which the coal company seeks
to secure damages to the amount of
$400,000 for injury suffered as a result of alleged discrimination in rates
by the railway .company in favor of
the Colorado Fuel & Iron company.
The court overrules the demurrer.
This means that the famous damage
suit must go to trial. The defendant
companies are given twenty
aya in
which to file their answer to the complaint, an4 the trial of the-aoe
is expected to come up before many weeks.
The case was investigated by. the interstate commerce' commission and
lias attained a national reputation as
the famous Santa Fe rebate case.
i
Attorney Neill B. Field of this city,
appears as counsel for the Caledonian
Coal company. Attorney W. B. Coders, associated with the regular le
gal staff of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
company, will represent the companj,
ana uarainer Lathrop, general solic
Itor of the Santa Fe railway, will con
duct the railroad s side of the case.

State Regent Receives Lew E. K. Norris Inflicts Ugly But
Wallace Chapter Into NaNot Serious Wound With
tional Organization.
A Razor.
AFFAIR

WAS

A

SOCIAL

SUCCESS DOMESTIC

The
Wallace Chapter of the
Pamthtera of the American Revolution
met .it Mrs. B. S. Kudey's residence
last night to receive their charter
ft "i the territorla. regent, Mrs. L. B.
A1 "'it
sixty
Prince, of Santa IV.
tmesis were present on invil a, .or. s extended by the Individual members oi
the chapter. ATter the solos "Spring
Is Here ' and "I Was Dreaming" by
.
Mrs. C.iamberlin. Judge Ira A.
i
.i ie an address emphasizing the
i;:.;
.uce of the objects of the organization. Miss Ada Canipfti'M then
sang "Adios," with a few appropriate
remarks.
of the loea!
Mrs. Borden, regent
chapter, presented the chapter to the
national organization, Mrs. Prince accepting, congratulated the members
on their splendid beginning, she spoke
of the extent and vigor of the 1). A.
U. with
In states almost
miles from the scenes of the revolution. New Mexico now has chapters
at Santa Fe. Silver City and Albuquerque. And there is strong probability
that others wl.l be organized at Las
Vegas and in other towns of the territory. Concluding, Mrs. Prince presented a charter beautifully framed
and with pieces attached taken from
trees planted by Washington himself.
She also placed in the hands of Mrs.
Borden a gavel made from wood taken
from the.house In which Washington
was borti.
Thus the Lew Wallace
Chapter of the D. A. R. was formally
received and given the rights and privileges of members In the great organization. After Mrs. Harrison had sung
"The Star Spangled Banner," short
addresses were made by Gov. Prince,
Dr. Elder and Mr. Rodey. The chap-to- r
and guests, numbering fifty, then
were served with light refreshments.
The Lew Wallace Chapter now has
twenty members enrolled: Mesdames
Borden. Wroth, Asplund, Rodey, Lester, Ray, Winstdn, Stevens, Burke,
Dunbar,
Hlmoe,
Prury.
Cannon,
Mayo, Romero
Fullerton, Mayfluld,
and Misses Lizzie Willey, Betty Wil-leand Thomas. The following are
Regent, Mrs. Borden;
the officers:
vice regent, Mrs. Wroth, recording
secretary, Mrs. Asplund; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Rodey; treasurer,
Mrs. Ray; historian, Mrs. Winston;
chaplain, Mrs. Stevens.
Ab-I)-
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CHLOREN COME NEAR
BEING

BURNED

riVE.

PAQ

ALIVE

CATCHES FIRE FROM
OVERHEATED STOVE, IN HOME
OF J. R. COLEMAN, THIS MORN-

BEDDING
ING.

TROUBLES

THE CAUSE

Norris, proprietor of a small
lunch stand on Railroad avenue,
made a desperate attempt to kill him
self early this morning at the family
home, 64 John street, by cutting his
throat with a razor. He inflicted an
ugly but not fatal wound about six
. ache 4 in length and extending
from
near the right ear to the windpipe.
siiiorily after 6 o'clock this morning, No..:; arrived home after being
out a gre- - r part of the night. He
went into
house, secured the razor and si jjped into the back yard,
win re he iaJe the attempt to end his
life.
He was discovered almost immediately by hs wife, who was terribly frightened when she saw the
blood streaming down his clothes and
she ran to a neighbor's house across
the street.
A hurry-ucall was sent for the
police, Olllcers Knapp and Highbar-galresponding. When they arrived
Norris had returned to the house and
locked himself in a room. It was necessary for the officers to kick in the
door in order to get to the would-bsuicide, who was found lying across
the bed. Officer Knapp tied a towel
about the wounded man's neck and
sent a telephone message to Dr. E. N.
Wilson, who responded at once.
Upon the arrival of the physician,
who sewed up the wound, Norris was
removed to St. Joseph's hospital,
where he will be kept until he recovers. Dr. Wilson reports that while
the wound Is an ugly one, he does not
consider it necessarily fatal and he
thinks that Norris will be up and
about in a short time.
Norris was very talkative to the officers and to the attendants at the
hospital. When asked why he had
tried to kill himself, he replied that
he had so many family troubles that
he wanted to get rid of them by ending it all. When he found that he was
not likely to die, he seemed very
much gratified and It Is probable that
his present unsuccessful attempt wl.l
cure him of the suicide habit.
.
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

SIQUKKN QUALITY SHOES

Closing quotations Received by Levy
B os , Correspondents for Logan

Bryan.

&

0

&

S.VH,

styles of "Queen Quality" Shoe
exhibit.
Special
features
throughout. New designs, new heels, new edge effects, have been added
and the assortment now presents an unusually complete range of styles,
from which to make a selection Patent Leather, for dress and semi-dres- s.
Gunmetal and Kid for general wear, In Blucher, Button and
Lace designs, are all represented; perfect In fit, luxuriously comfortable
and economically priced.
Autumn

142
H'.

pfd

lo5
113

Brooklyn Rapid Transit
7S
Canadian Pacific
17U'4
Colorado Fuel & Iron
4t'.t,j
Colorado Southern, common
SS'j,
micano, Great Western, common 2

0

C. &

Women's
and Children's
F"elt Shoes

4!i'4

Nashville
Missouri Pacific
&

153

104ta

.Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central

127V
25

f

'.

,.

,
.

.

.

-

15,3

Norfolk
8fii
Reading, common
123'
Pennsylvania
14476
Rock Island, common
32
Rock Island, pfd
'.
76
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 2fi
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
96
Southern Pacific
71
St. Paul
1816
Southern Railway
3K
Tennessee Coal & Iron
89
Union Pacific, common
134
V. S. S., common

A very fine assortment
weather wear.

27
64

TERRACE

WHEN

In Navy Blue and Nata very
ural Grey;
pretty and nobby house
shoe, in all sizes, at
$1.50 per pair.

Women's a rip Children's

Legglns In Greatest Variety

L.

We

9

t

I

1

II

5T

iL

rfl

0

We

A.

are showint
and Winter

4

0

0

:r

the Fall 4
;uion, new da- - Q

4

signs In

0

Carpets. Rags, Matting, Linoleum.
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

E

's

Juliets, Black
Fur Trimmed; very neat.
Sizes S to 8, for $1 per
pair. Sizes 8'a to 11, for
$1.15 per pair.

and Black.
Fur Trimmed, In all
sizes, at $1.25 per pair.

The Terrace Addition Improvement
company has been making rapid progress during the past week on its improvements In the southwestern part
of the city. A large force of men and
teams have been at work grading and
levelling the lan' in the addition, and
tho result Is that the sand hills are
rapidly disappearing, and tho scene
is being transformed into a beautiful,
broad terrace, which will be divided
up Into numerous fine resldenco lots.
When the grading Is finished. Gold
KANSAS POLITICIAN
BUYS
Silver, Lead and Coal avenues will be
ARIZONA SHEEP RANCH extended from their present eastern
terminus clear through the sand hills
to the mesa. The extension of these
CHARLES WHITTEMORE INVESTS streets will open up several miles of
IN
$28,000
COUNTY new streets in one of tlie best secNAVAJO
IN tions of the city.
DAY
PROPERTY SPENDS
In addition, the
company Is to put in its own water
ALBUQUERQUE.
plant, set out trees and otherwise
Charles Whtttemore, postmaster at beautify its property in the addition.
Linden, Osage county, Kansas, and
one of the foremost politicians of the AGENT MENTS TALKS
Offar to supply you with anything In
Sunflower state, spent yesterday in
our line, at prlcea that are fair and
Albuquerque on his way home from a
quare, and wa are now making
ON Ul-INSURANCE
trip to Holbrook, Arizona. Mr.
trip to Holbrook was for the
Will Menrs, who is representing the
purpose of buying a sheep ranch in
Mtuual Life Insurance company of
Navajo county. He closed the deal New
and the consideration is reported to ing York, returned Thursday, evenfrom western territorial towns. 112 Rftf rlnentnra
,
.
,
10
have been $28,000. "
Mr. Whitteniore, who is old friend His trip was a successful one. Judg- '$8.75 Blue Flame Oil 8toves....$6.75
s
ing
from
a
pjil
standpoint
the
of
$8 China Tea 8eta
of Chief of Police Thomas McMillin,
$8
written by him. "It Is true," he 40c China Salad Bowls
was the guest of that officer during
25o
says
everyone
,"that
nearly
disis
his stay in the city. Both he and. Mr.
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
McMillin were active In Kansas poli- cussing life insurance Investigations per cent discount.
Is
but
the
consensus of 75c Glaaa Berry Seta
it
tics in Osage county years ago. Mr. opinion
25c
that the recent revalatlons 35o Glass Water Pitchers
Whitteniore is still active In Kansas
20o
prove
will
profitable
fumore
,in
the
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
politics and for years has been a lea$1.25
ture
for
po.lcy
the
holders than ever $4.50 Decorated Lamps
der in the Fourth district.
$3.25
He expressed himself as greatly before. By no means Is the life In- $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
surance
losing
business
ground but 50c Steam Ega Poachers
pleased with Albuquerque and the ter40c
Is
now
very
on
it
the
threshold of its $12.50 Buggy Harness
ritories in general and may possibly
$10.50
prosperity
for all concerned."
locate In one of the territories. Ho
left for his home last night.
Whlt-temore-

WEAR

Felt

Felt Juliets

ADDITION

COMPLETED,
SEVERAL
MILES OF NEW STREETS WILL
BE OPENED UP, IN ONE OF THE
BEST RESIDENCE SECTIONS.

Shoes for cold

CHILDREN'S

Red

In Brown

'4

IMPROVEMENTS
IN

i

VJomen's

ttfVi

O. & W

House

FOP

Very neat Felt Juliets;
color, Red, trimmed with
White Fur; sizes 1 to 5,
for only 60c per pair.

21
42

Wisconsin Central, pfd
Oreene Copper

of

FOR THE BABY

38'
105H

If. S. S., pfd
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd

r

$3.00 and $3. GO

674

Krle, common

EXTENSIVE

Seasona&le Stycs

Barnett Building.

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Atchison, common

Atchison,
K K.

ME. At

MONEY

Special Prices
On the Following

And also a full Una of
Two infant, children of J. R. Coleman .and wife,' a colored family, resid
ing on North Aruo street, had a very
narrow escape frOm being burned to
death In a blaze which came near de
stroying the Coleman home at 9
Our prices are the lowest.
o'clock this morning. The two chil
dren were sleeping In a front room of
the house In which there was a small
stove. The bed was Bltuated only a
305 Railroad A venae
few feet from the stove, which bes
9
iv
q
q m
came overheated and ignited the bedding.
Mr. Coleman and wife, who were
sleeping In an adjoining room, smelled
smoke and proceeded to Investigate.
They we're Just In the nick of time,
Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.
as the bedding was ablaze, and in a
few moments
the children would
ALBUQUERQUE SCHOOLS
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
certainly have been fatally burned.
Electrical Pumping Plants
The prompt arrival of the Are de- FAIR MEETING
ARE FLOURISHING
Of Every Description
partment saved the house from toMr. and Mrs. J. A. Garcia y Sanchez
tal destruction.
The damage to the
of H18 Harelas road, aro tho proud
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
MONDAY
NIGHT
SCHOOL NEWS OF GENERAL INcontents and the house will be about
parents of a bouncing baby boy, which
Dynamos and
TERESTHIGH SCHOOL ORGAN- $25. There was no insurance.
at their home last night.
arrived
Motors.
AND NOT TUESDAY EVENING, OCIZING A GLEE CLUB.
Dr. J. W. Kldwr, thw well known and FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
Store and Residence"wI7
TOBER 24, AS PREVIOUSLY ANprosperous city physician, icft last
Ing a Specialty.
NOUNCED.
There are fifteen school rooms in WOMAN'S CLUB HOLDS
All
night for Pittsburg, Pa., aud other
hiERESTING SESSION
work fully guaranteed.
vyJX
the city public schools in which the
V-- '
The
eastern
meeting
on
pleasfair
cities
will
business
be
held
not
aud
attendance exceeds the number of
AgenU forthe celebrated
seats, and it is very essential to the MRS. L. BRADFORD PRINCE, OF next Tuesday night, as previously an- ure.
"Gyrofans."
See them
nounced,
but
is
hoped
everybody
it
welfare of the schools that addtoual
J. J. Kurd, general western agent
tn European Hotel ResSANTA FE, GUEST OF HONOR
will
interested
read this notice and for the Luke Shore road, who was lu
seats are provided immediate. y. And
taurant.
AT YESTERDAY AFTERNOON'S put. in
an appearance
over the city Thursday and Friday drumVJkNN, o. o.
8.
this condition exists to no small numMEETING.
give tickets for tn
We
Zeiger's
Monday
Cafe
night, October ming up business for his line, left last
ber of pupils in spite of the fact that
Eyesight Specialist.
Piano Contest.
100 new seats were distributed among
The Albuquerque Woman's club 23. The change has been made so the night for El Paso. Mr. Ford'a head- President of New Mexico Board of
Member National ElecOptometry.
the most .crowded rooms during the held a very Interesting meeting yes- meeting would not conflict with the quarters aro at Denver.
smoker and
past month.
entertainment,
terday afternoon at its club rooms in Elks'
trical Contractors' AsFirst established optician In New
President V. G. Tight, of the UniAn athletic organization Is absorb- the Commercial club.
sociation.
The meeting which will occur Tuesday night. The versity, will lecture tonight at tho Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
meeting
fair
should be largely attend- Woman's Club rooms in the Commer- headache and nervous strain.
ing the attention of the High school was held under the auspices of the
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.
Orllce Room 9, Whiting block. Apstudents just at present, and a stu- Domestic Science and Social Ethics ed by every creditor of the last fair cial club building at 7:110 o'clock. Jie
every
cash subscriber, as matters will take for his subject: "Freedom
pointments
drug
V&nn's
dent association will soon be on foot departments. The chief paper of the and
made
at
of
with an excellent constitution.
afternoon was read by Mrs. J. H. looking to the payment of the deficit Indvidual Conscience in Kcllgious Btore.
"The Occident," the mouth organ of Bearrup, who took for her subjeot: will be brought up and discussed, and. Thought."
x0
j
again, as suggested at a recent meetthe High school, will soon be heard "What Is Kthics?"
P
An attempt w illbe made to organand new directors
from again. A staff for the paper Is
.Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, of Santa ing, new officer
me
loioraao telephone
now under consideration of a nomin- Fe. state regent of the Daughters of will be selected at the Monday night ize a foot ball club iu Albuquerque.
ating committee, consisting of the the American Revolution, was the meeting. It behooves everybody in- A meeting will be called at. tlie fair
18, N. T. Armljo Building.
Room
High school faculty and two students guest of honor at the meeting. Mrs. terested in keeping up these annual grounds tomorrow morning at lo o'
clock,
any
understanding
one
to
which
expositions
to attend.
SATURDAY,
each from the High school c. asses.
Prince highly entertained the memthe game will be welcome. If a ,ine- Do you realize that you can get
Miss Ada Vaughn has been given bers of the club witli an interesting
OCTOBER
up
a
lie
signal
can
had,
practice
little
modern telephone service today for
temporary charge of the relief room description of club iife in the Ancient
AT THE CHURCHES
will be indulged in.
what you are paying for Inferior
which was opened to take care of the city, where she is considered the lead
Archie, llie infant sou of Mr, and
overflow of the Fourth ward school. ing club woman.
Baptist Church Sunday school at Mrs. George Walker , of 4e West
Some permanent arrangement will
Musical" number wi re rendered by
The only long distance transmitters
"". Preaching by, the pastor at 11 Lead avenue, died this morning after
OF
be made at the next meeting of the Mr. Mayo and a chorus composed of
and receivers ; wall or desk sets; long
7:oD p. m.'
school board to provide for the rapid- Mesdames L. R. Thompson, It. 1'. As- in.'.inimgandat 6:43 p. m. Youne ueonles' a brief illness. The funeral will be
The Ia tiiy Coiin'd'U'iin
time contracts, as you wlah; lowest
held tomorrow afternoon
from the
ly growing and overflowing schools. plund, M. K. Wylder and F. M. Parrates.
.1. W. IJamui, pasfamily
itev.
home,
The attendance at present is the larg- ker. Mrs. M. J. Borden led an interFirst Methodist Episcopal Church
est ever ellti laillul by the Albuquer- esting drill in parliamentary usage.
Sund.iy school at H:t.j a. in. Preach- tor of the Congregational church, of- que schools.
and burial will be in FairThe ladies of the cub wish to an- ing service at 11 a. m. .Sermon by ficiating,
i. w cemetery,
OUR COAL YARD
Students of the High school inter-- , nounce that any one not a member the itev. Morrison. Solo
,y
Miss
( I'porlunliy
'!')
i sted in the organization
of a High can join the chorus under Prof. T. L. kraemer. ICpvvortM Lcnpuo sin servclub of the ISaptUt
Is chock fui; of coal that will gladden'
IN
m Ikk.I g i c club iiiet Willi Miss Klen n.ollth nn.l
Krcli liv ltuvimr .r,ll
your heart and warm your houso when
ice at li :.'!o p. in. Kvening Fcrviee at council gae a social in lip. church
f tin- - South,
tl.l... D,l..t,U.r., ..f
last rvi t, wlildi was hugely attend-el- I'li'il Vj!M ach's I'
iner oji Frbiay night, and had a jolly It
It's cold. Kill your bins for next winmug was passed with muI'll, i
sing. Miss Kretner reported many of ty tor voice cu.ture under an expertter now, arid avoid the rutih.
St. John's Episcopal Church Local
sic, addles es and games and everythe students having goo.! voices anil eliCf con etor.
LOOKI
ed at the corner of Fourth street an
good time. The
no doubt an organization will be
one l"i si ii ha
American lilock Coal, the best G iliup
Silver avenue. Servic s tomorrow as I I'oci i s derive.) from the entei'tain-m- i
COLORED PREACHER DIES
mined; Ccn illos Lump, the standard
li.'Ilows: Holy communion, 7 .1 ) a. in.
tit w'll be us. d to pay for tlie
heating coal. All sizes o:' h.ird ccial.
Sunday
AFTER
,icLINGERING
ILLNESS
Behind
new
organ
Morning
a.
at
hands.
in.
installl'i
rcirly
CASES AGAINST MAINZ
prayer, litany and senium at
WOOD!
a. m. ed in tin church
AND ELLIS DISMISSED
KvcniiiK prayer and sciinou in 7:lio
Factory Wood, $3 full load, flreen
Hev. lleekiah Kllsworth, am .1 '
Select Company of Players.
A. (i. Harrison,
chirk,. n din
Mill Wood, 2 25 full load.
suiiii in
years, died this morning at the lain-il- p. in. All scats
Origin tl Complete Production, and
Hit at Roberts' rt'.staiii .Hit loinuri uw
COURT HOLDS THAT EVIDENCE
home, 721 Ki leUer awniic. alter, rector.
Eureka White Lime.
for only L'.'i cents.
a lingering iline.-- s with a con'.p'i a;ioii
IN BOTH CASES DID NOT JUSAccessories.
First
Presbyterian
Church
COAL YARD,
HAHN'S
nice
TIFY HOLDING
DEFENDANTS of diseases due to old aue. The de- in the Kiks' opera house.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
(KM, r stew H t li" ne mail,, chili
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
EVERYTHING CARRIED COMTO GRAND JURY.
ceased was for years a minister o;' the A. Cooper, pastor. Scriing at Hu:h
11
Alric ui .Methodist Kpiscopal churi n in. and 7:3d p. in. Morning theme, "Aa. saure at ih3 C'oUmiliu- tomorrow for
PLETE.
The two cases that have lecu
Slipper.
at Alton, I.)., and also a an mber of he
Illumined." I'veiiini; theme, ".Man
tinManagement of
attention of Justice colored order of Masons. . He cam' Life
in
Opinion
the
of Himself, Hi, Fclio.v
I'Ik-s..Crait:
court fur the pa-,- t several days, to Ali iiqiieriiue se eii years au'o. A
D. L. WILLIAMSON.
nU,
two
Shilling's
jd."
Man
His C
.sun. lay m liool at
the leiriiorj, vs. Charles Mainz, w te an
.'tie
two children are left to1 i'l and
a. in. YolIU' peoples' Illeetilli;
pi
50c, 75c and $1.
In compounding medicines.
Cham il wiili a.sanU wiiii int. tit to mourn bis death. The, funeral scrv- It's our business. We study to know how
Best, are perfect assurance ol
t'euii
p.
m. strangers Invited.
kill, uim.i the person of one (ieorge ices w ill be held tomoi row afternoon at
to prepare remedies so that each ingredient retains Its full
medicinal
sens
on
sale Thursday, Oi tol.er
Kilis. and he oilier, of the territory a: one o'clock from the
properties. Do you think it worth while to have your prescriptions
Aletho- Congregational Church I.ncat' i! on getting your money's-wortat Matson'n l,iKk store.
vs. (Jeiiue Kllis, charged with ilia.lly dist Kpiscopal church, African
by
filled
experts
In
!
the business
.
itev. (jeorue II. I! "o.lilwaj, .it the i ii. of ill,, vi.i.liir'.
l.y attempting to cut Charies Hya official inn. The remains w
t.l b.j 1,1. V. K.nrnn, pasti,r.
O. H. BRIGGS & CO
rn n
Main, witli a razor, canie to an
buried in Kan view cemetery.
;r 11 o'!oek. Topir of erin"ii.
ic
DAC!G AT THE CASINO
First S:. and Gold Ave.
Props. Alvaralo Pharmacy.
em!. ni; 'ids moining.
Doth Phones.
"The l.mht l'.i liili.l tlie. CIou l." MUs
no
stew'
and
chili
made
Justice Cram dismiss,. , ,o:h aes
will sinh-- a ho!o. Sunday .auce at th Coliin.i
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Chestnut
ioiuorio& for
Hurt forget to attend the social
oil the ill"ill!l. tin' tlie evidence in
V. I'. S. ('. K. at supp. r.
ai iiool at l'i a. in.
dances at the
in old town, Satci:her uk' w as insulin ietit to warrant
'1 li
Evening
services
7:30.
at
OsOOO-0OOCOOOOOurday and Sunday nights. Mumc !'
either of the ii. f u. lams l" iiiK bound WANTKD First class coat maker.
- aud be
!:e;tk on "The I'slllVishe.l
will
In
Come
!
con-oab'or
cj
a:il
I lev Intlie
Ixei.'s
0
over to the urand jury, i'lie trouble
orchestra.
Wm. Glaesncr, No. i'S Wei t li 1,1 Facts of Religion." Mump, l.y
Auto j hone, 216. ISell phone, 113. Kesldence Auto phone. No.
a !ior- Vinci d that Zelirer'S C'.i.'e Is the pi lee
299. 0
leading up to the arrest of the two
avenue.
,., C , .,f M
,1
nii.l..
to
lis
colj
a
battle
aud
Saturday
frte
fret
dumplings
Chicken mid
at the
men occurred three weel.s aao at
I.OST-Lo- np.
hint- lady'
serge coat StoIu. A u dial 1..n itat ion u, ail.'
mgnt lunch.
Director and emb timer 0
ho el tomorrow for dinner, 0
junction, when Special Otllcer
corner of Fourth street and i
. o
and cream p:e.
Black
or
White
Mainz shot Kilis, whom the officer
Hearse,
5.00.
Ooiil avenue and SIS North fourth
Commercial Club Building.
Hoast pork ami sweet potatoes at
pork and sweet potatofs at
claimed, made an attack upon him
street. Heturn to A. Murders and the Co!uml,n.s hotei tomorrow and theItoust
CITT U.VDFKTAKER.
Columliis hoiei tomorrow, and
"Mother w as lucky papa nought a 0
wlih a razor.
receive reward.
0
cream pie.
gas range.
cream pie.

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
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Company
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tracks. The fast mail train, southbound, stood for. an hour, at the proposed crossing, to prevent the work.
It was finally relieved by two freight
This
trains nnd two locomotives.
stopped the work.
The laborers were In the employ of
the lnterurban Klectiic line. The two
watchmen, who hail attempted to prevent the track laying, were kidnaped,
bound anil locked up by the gang of
workmen before the man train arrived
and before help could reach them.
The laborers had succeeded In laying
rails across the Burlington and Illinois
Central tracks and were about to begin laying across the Wabash when
the limited train prevented.
Judge Paul McWIIliams was gotten
out of bed by Illinois Central representatives to Issue an injunction prohibiting the crossing of the Illinois
Central track, but before lie could
the Injunction the lails had been
laid.
Later, the lnterurban company
secured two Injunctions preventing
Ihe tearing up of its rails from the
Illinois Central and Burlington tracks.
Soon after tlie Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis (Big Four) and
the Wabash railroads each secured Injunctions forbidding the lnterurban
company from laying rails acrops their
tracks.

R. J. Arcy of the engineering depart-min- t
of the Santa Ke. with headquar-

ters at William, was

In

the city

to-ila-

After visiting the railway hospitals
of New Mexico. Dr. J. P. KaKter, the
chief surgeon of the Santa Fe. has returned to Tojieka.
Henry, employed by the Santa
railroad, suffered a partial fracture
of the left lower end of the radius, on
Friday, says the Gallup Republican.
M.

1

W. S. Fields, manager ef the branch
Ftore of the Holmes Supply company
at lsleta. returned home last night
Rfter spending the week in Alliuquor-qu-

on business.

Summers, route agent on the
roast lines for the Wells Fargo Express company, arrived in the city
last night from the west and spent tbe
ilay here on business.
A. C.

A number of Japs weie In Gallup
the last few days. They were in the
employ of the Santa Fe road, but they ENGINE EXPLOSION
quit, as they do not care to go any
further east, and were dissatisfied to
INJURES FOUR MEN
think they had been brought this far
Angeles.
Los
from
Freight train No. 33. which left
morning,
James Connell, clerk at the Jay line southbound,at 12:25 Fridaycoke,
and
desk of the local freight depot, has in charge of loaded with Silvernail,
Conductor
succeeded George Dewey ns check with George Lonergan
clerk on the freight depot platform, Fred Brhlgeford, fireman,engineer and
blew out a
and Vance Wilson has been promoted crown sheet near Escondido,
while
from the night line desk to fill the poat a speed of about twenty-liv- e
sition vacated by Mr. Connell. Mr. running
miles an hour.
Dewey will return to his rancu near
The engine turned over on Its side
the Zuni Indian reservation and look
four coke cars piled about It.
after his cattle Interests during the and
Conductor 'Silvernail made his way
coming winter.
to EsCondida and notified the master
The
The division supei intendents and mechanic's office at Alamogordo.
was sent out, together with
other officials on the main line of the awrecker
coach containing Doctors Kirkpat- Santa Fe are at Topeka arranging the rlck.
Miller and Van Arsdell.
f
new winter time card, while those
The train arrived in -- Alamogordo
the coast lines are performing the about
same duty at Los Angeles. The Lim- board. 8 o'clock, with the wounded on
ited goes on as a daily train Novemis the worst injured and
ber 12. This train enjoys the dis- willBridgeford
probably die.
tinction at present or being the only
was buried under a mass
train between Chicago and Califor- of Lonergan
coke and timbers and Iron, but some
s
passennia exclusively for
hope is expressed for him.
gers.
'
A Mexican coal passer was badly
e .
injured and may die.
SOMETHING ALTOGETHER
The head brakeman, who was just
NEW IN TRACK USE.
climbing over the tender, was badly
An agreement has been effected be brsed, but will recover.
tween the Iiurlington and the Wabash
railroads by which their parallel
ARTEMA LEADS
single track lines through a portion
of Missouri will be used Jointly, thus
giving both roads what will practic- THE FIRST TOWN IN NEW MEXICO
ally be a double track line. The arTO PASS A LAW PROHIBITING
rangement is somewhat out of the or
GAMBLING.
dinary, but it 1s expected to prove
of value to both systems. The tracks
The first town council in New Mexin question are between Kansas iCty ico that had grit and grace enough to
and Birmingham, and are separated go up against the gambling evil is
at most by a few hundred yatds.
the one in Aresia. says the Artesla
Advocate. The idea that the vice of
IN
NOVELTY
ANOTHER
gambling was anything but a legitTEXAS RAILWAY DECISIONS
imate business did not seem to occur
Probably the most novel case ever to the people of the territoiy, until
brought before a state railroad com- a new council in a new town in the
mission wifh rate regulating power, Pecos valley, arose in the name of
and one 4e!leved to be without pre- Christianity and decency and put a
cedent, came up In Texas recently. stop to it at one stroke. Our town
The Cotton Belt refused to haul Bar- - trustees did not have to debate the
num & Bailey's circus from one town matter. There was only one side to
to another for less than ll.owt. An It and the gambling table had no deotfer of $S(XI was spurned, although It fense It could make. Seven months
was mote than was paid to other ago there were gambling tables mainroads, proportionately. When the
tained in five saloons, and the grand
threatened to Issue an emer- jury in session at that time returned
gency order compelling acceptance, about twenty indictments against law
breakers In this community. Brawls
the railroad surrendered.
were common, and the hark of the
was often heard upon the
FOUND ANCIENT BUT
Immediately thereafter
IMPORTANT BONES. night air.
freight gambling was prohibited, and the last
Bert Hershey, traveling
agent In charge of the Industrial de- grand Jury got one indictment out of
partment of the Santa Fe has re the town that a petty crime. We
turned from a several days' expedi now have two saloons less and a much
tion along the San Angelo branch larger population.
The stopping of gambling in Artesla
bringing with him a most interesting
collection of hones of some ancient has been tht subject of much favorable comment from papers and people
giant of the animal kingdom.
Owing to Mr. Hershey's extrem all over the territoiy, and is impressmodesty he will not submit to a ing prospectors.
lengthy discussion of bis find, af this
If you haven't the time to exercise
time, preferring to await developments
in tbe investigation at the hands of regularity, I loan's Keguiets will preThey Induce a
more advanced students of the world vent constipation.
and its inhabitants as it was in the mild, easy, healthful action of the
very long ago, when the earth was bowels without griping.
Ask your
druggist for them. 25 cents.
young anil flourishing.
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
LEADING OFFICIALS GO
TO THE .WEST. emliroide;y materials of all kindw.
Notice of the election of II. It. Will- Orders taken tor hand made Christiams as president: W. I. Darling as mas gifts. Stamping done.
chief engineer, and A. II Harkley as
Most disfiguring
skin eruptions,
secretary-treasurer
of the Pacific road, scrofula, pimples,
etc., are due
rash's,
ut
iucoriKiraUd
Seattle, last week, has to
blood. Ilurdock Wood Hitbeen filed. Mr. Williams resigned sud- tersimpure
is
cleansing
a
blood tonic. Makes
denly as manager of the Chicago. Mi- you clear-eyed- ,
lwaukee a St. Paul road immediately
after the annual meeting of the company. Mr. Darling resigned us chief
See the window display of the RJo
engineer of the Chicago, Kuck Island Grande Woolen
Mills at the Globe
4i Pacific, soon after,
ll was stated store, then ask for those $3.50 walkby Chicago railway men when these ing FklrU.
resignations became known that they
had been chosen to take charge of the
Milwaukee coast
extension work.
Their selection as officials of the Pa-- .
cific railroad is believed here tu indicate that the coast extension will be
principally by the Pacific railroad.
first-clas-

!

clear-braine-

clear-skinne-

00Cr0CCCr00

FRISCO GROSS EARNINGS
NEARLY FORTY MILLIONS.
The ninth annual reKri of the St.
lxuis & San Francisco railroad company, has been made public by President A. J. Davidson. The condensed
financial statement, including the oh
erations of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois railroad company, is as follows:
Average mileage operated for year
ending June 3D, 5.910.45. an increase
of 941.98.
Earnings Freight.
passenger, $.s,980,509.M ;
mail and express, $1.759,t79.Mi; miscellaneous, $f,52,8S4.21; total, $38,381,-CH7.7au Increase of $2,820,843.60.
Operating expenses
Maintenance of
way and structures.
$1,349,920.83;
maintenance of equipment. $4,761,
conducting
M5.27:
transportation,
$14,649,168.02; general expenses,
total, $2&.o52.867.1&; an increase of $l.hr5, 181.69. Net earnings,
$13. 328, 75U. 60; other
income, $276,-9968; total net
Income, $13,605,-7428, an increase of $S27, 417.08; total dividends. $997,182.12; carried to
credit of profit and loss, $104,120.64; a
decrease of $077,6mi.25 under the previous fiscal year.

The Juniors were guests at a party
given Tuesday evening at the honie of
their classmate, Kenneth Heald.
Considerable interest is being taken
In basket ball by the girls of the uniThursday there were
versity,
fourteen candidates practicing. From
these a strong team will undoubtedly
be made up.
Preparations are being mndo for the
local oratorical contest, the winner of
which will represent the preparatory
department of the university In the
territorial contest to lie held in this
city on December 27.
Prof. Hodgln gave an address at
assembly yesterday morning on "Mind
and Brains." Prof. Hodgln Is a close
student of psychic phenomena, and
his talk yesterday was full of Interest. He tteated the subject from tue
standpoint of psycho-physicThe class of 'ti gave a delightful
party last Wednesday evening at the
"Frat." room In Library hall Cards,
conversation and dancing were t..e
amusements. Cake and ice cream
An unwere served as refreshments.
expected feature of the evening was
the attempt of a band of high school
and university students to make off
with the Ice cream. But the attempt
was a disastrous failure, resulting in
the capture of the raiders.
Prof. Angell is working hard with
the team and sees great Improvement
In practice.
Smith was elected captain last Thursday and It Is expected
that his strength and experience will
put the requisite amount of snap and
tenacity in the playing. During t'e
season.! games will be played with the
Albuquerque Indian school and
Cruces, at Ti action park. The season will end on Thanksgiving day,
with a game with the A. nnd M. college at Mesilla Park.
The foot ball team has played two
practice games this season, one with
tiie Menaul school, resulting In a tie,
and one with the high school team,
with a score of 16 to 0. Both games
showed great lack of form, and strenuous efforts have been put forth the
past week to improve the team work.
In the game this afternoon there were
several changes made In positions.
The following was the line-up- :
Center, Selva; right guard, Craw-foul- :
left guard, Smith; right tackle,
Wells; left tackle. Maguire; right end,
Mayo; left end. Clancy; quarter back,
Tascher; left half back, Heald; right
half back, Allen; full back, Panahy;
substitutes, Bryan, Boss and Cornish.
BLACK ROCK INDIAN
SCHOOL

KOOCr.CrOC00
(Various

The Citizen has received an Invitareading as follows: "You are
cordially Invited to attend a "smoker"
in honor of the twenty-fiftanniversary of the Santa Ke 'fire department,
Tuesday evening. October 31, 1 !M5, at
Firemen's 'hall. Santa Fe. Committee,
Frank Owen, chief: Henry Al.irld. assistant chief; A. M. Oettclbnch, tire
marshal."
tion,

Governor I'rince, who accompanies
Mr. Prince. Is a member of the Society of the Cincinnati, the Colonial
Wars. Mayflower Descendants, Sons
of the Revolution, War of 1M2 and
other societies, but none of these have
yet a New Mexico organization.
In
this respect the women have shown
much more spirit in this territory
than the men.
"Di1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
cook with safe g'&a.
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With my Great Big Stick.
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If
I

-f

I

knew the Yellow Fever

Looked on Me as easy graft,
I

would just refer the

matter

To my old friend Tafl.

So it's fudge for Yellow Fever,

For It's very plain to see
will put It hors du combat

Chaa.
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The Dowels

thought the Yellow Fever
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Remember
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" r ripe Jtir. k.v. 50i:. Never
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Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 504
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

DON'T

I

The GLOBS, STORE

to cum or your money buck.
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BE GRUMBLER,
CHEER

V?, BE SAYS

REV. W. A. HUNTER, OF DENVER,
TELLS PEOPLE THEY OUGHT
TO BRIGHTEN LIFE WHEN POSSIBLE AND NOT LOOK GLOOMY

Rev. W.

A.

Hunter preached

iv-..- ."

0
q

0
0

I

the

In

First Avenue l(resbytirian church,
Denver, on "How to Make the Best of
Things." He said. In part:
"It requires neither brains nor gen- ius to look on the dark side of life.;
Any novice c;in daub a canvass with
,
inky
but it requires
the touch of a master to paint a rainbow. In human experience any thankstorm-blotches-

less creature can count the clouds
and mutter curses on the storm, but
It requires God's grace to trace the
sunlight of H s love through the rain.
No one has learned how to live until he has learned how to make the
best of thing-i- . There is no use denying the existence of pain and sorrow. It would be easy enough to look
on the bright side if there were no
dark side. Hut even though sorrow
and sickness and death be real, why
should gloomy thoughts be nursed
and cherished until life Is saddened?
Many a man hypnotizes himself Into
the condition of a hypochrondiac.
"It pays to look prosperous and to
a bold front to the enemy.
Man has no right to remain satisfied
with his lot witnout aspiring to something higher and better. Time was
when ambition .as supposed to be
foolish ari.l to l.e choked and the
oung were restrained from aspiring
to be lietter than their fathers and
the Btbp thrown to some people wa
the bone 'if compensation in the fact
that God woiiid make them rich in
the next world. The modern gospel
is that every immortal soul ought to
seek the very highest and best on
earth. A contentment devoid of aspiration is unworthy of manhood.
The darkest cloud has a silver lining.
To know how to number one's blessings is the spirit of the Christian optimist.
The meanest man Is the
In this art of meanness
grumbler.
the pulpit is as great a sinner as the
pew. A thanksgiving sermon has no
right to bewail our national degradation and ciiitaln a catalogue of the
glaring sins of the da.v. The evidences
of political corruption and of the villainy of financial magnates reveal not
greater corruption than before, but
greater enterprise on the part of public officials in unearthing the frauds
and on the part of newspapers In
turning on the searchlights.
"One way of sweetening our lot in
life Is to aim at adding to the blessings is those less fortunate. Nothing
so fits a man for carrying his own
burden as to help another carry his.
There is no way of mutiplying joy in
our own hearts better than by sharing
it with others.
'All who joy would
win must show it. Happiness was
born a twin.' But only when a man
has a strong grip upon the precious
doctrine of the Fatherhood of God has
Iris religion the pith of marrow which
make for unwavering joy and peace.
A recognition
of the fact that all
changes are the suppression of the divine will behind which Is the heart of
eternal love so that all things work
together for good of them that love
(toil insnires man with courage to get
that best out of every trial and to
stand strong In the time of adversity-"

UNTIL THURSDAY NIGHT
Evening Citizen YVantsI

OF SALE.

publication October I, !).. )
virtue of a decree of the dis
trict court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, made and entered on the 2m ll
ilay of October, l'.iu.'i. in a certain pro
ceeding' pending in said court wiierein
Wii.ium I.. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Tiiiulile, executor of the last
S
will and testament of Lawrence
Trimble, deceased, and
ad
minis! rator of the partnersiiip assets
of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants'
numbered ti842 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will, on Wed
nesilay, the 15thday of November
l'jur, about the hour of 10 o'clock a
m., on the premises hereinafter de
scribed, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
and being in the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo and Territoiy of
(First
By

New Mexico,

t:

Lois numbered one (ll, two (2),
three (31. four (4). five (o) and Six
(til. of block nine (9), of the original
together
townsite of Albuquerque,
wiih the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
Iiimble & company in the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will le made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let Into pos
session of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without diExecutor of the last will and testament of Lawrence S. Trimble-- deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W.
Trimble & company.
NOTICE.

Land Office, Santa Ke, N. .L,
OctolnT 0, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following township plat will be on file in
this ollire January 6. lwui, viz.:
L'. S.

ti

north, range

X

east.

The Pantatorium.
Ciothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called, for and delivered.
20 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
721. G. B. Uoffieiajj, proprietor.

hear

ereper classifkatiee sds fer this ceiaaa mast be la tbe office Mere a o'clock
Ads phoeed receive tbe sane card ol attest toe that is f tvea to di erearht le etfk.

p. m.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corner of Sixth street and Railroad
avenue.
WANTHD
fhree painter, highest FOR RENT A sunny furnished room,
wages. C. A. H union.
with bath, electric lights, singly or
with use of kitchen. 228 North
WANTED Girl to assist with cook-in- s
Walter street.
and housework. 315 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully t
WANTED Boarders and roomers. H.
furnished rooms, with eastern and.
O. Bckers, corner Third street and
southern exposure, in private home.
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
Mountain road.
Apartments In Park
W.n i t.D Plain sewing; childrens' FOR RENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
clothing a specialty. No. 519 West
modern equipment throughout.
H.
Railroad avenue.
H. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
WANTED
Boarders with rooms, corner of Third stieet and Mountain FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
road. H. O. Eckers.
aad rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
WANTED A five or
E. K. Norris, east end of viaduct,
house; state location and
cor. Iron ave. and John sL
price. Address, L. M. Benlz, City
WANTED Young man of 24, wants FOR RENT Two laFge store room,
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
light position; outdoor work pre- suitable for hotel purposes, with
terred. Address, ii. ., tnis omce.
large yard In rear and all 'necesWANTED A boy about 17 or 18 years
sary outhouses. Everything new and
of age, to work In billiard hall. In
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
quire at 115 West Railroad avenue,
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
WANTED
Ladies to bring their hair
FOR 6AL&
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- FOR SALE Gentle saddle or driving
horse. Address, A. D. Johnson.
nue
WANTED Five or six carpenters to FOR SALE Good team, harness and
light spring wagon, with new cover.
apply on the Sandoval job, east of
Apply 1023 North Eighth street, la
the railway shops, at once. J. W.
tent.
McQuade.
FOR SALE Lot, one block from SecGentlemen a second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
ond ward school; only $2ih. N.
Peach & Co., 208
Bouth of viaduct. Send address and
West Gold avenue.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
e
WANTED Capable salesman to cover FOR SALE Good restaurant,
or partly furnished. Cheap, If
New Mexico with staple line. High
commissions, with $25 weekly adsold at once. 120 West Sllvv avenue.
vance. Permanent position to right
man. Jess. H. Smith Co., Detroit,

WANTED
WANTED Clean rags,
The Citizen office.
r eautftd by Indigestion,
If you eat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attack of Indigestion, you have no doubt
bad shortnes of breath, rapid heart beats,
htartbum or palpitation of the heart

Indigestion cause the stomach to
expand swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowd the heart and Interfere with it action, and In the course ti
time the heart become diseased.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
digests what you eat, takes the strain o9
of the heart, and contributes nourishment

strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Diges
tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.

Altar aailnr, my food wooM dlatraaa me by making
mr heart palpitate and I would become very weak.
Finally I tot a bottle o( Kcdol and It cave me Imnr
(late rail at. After uelnc a few bottle I an cured.
MRS. LOR1NQ NICHOLS. Pane Yan. N. T.
I had ttomeeh trouble and wae In bad Kate a I
aad heart trouble with It I took Kodol Dyapepel
Our lor about lour Boolbt and it cured me.
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For sale by a1 druggists.
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING
BUILDINGS,
ETC. Albuquerque, N.
M
1905.
Sealed proposals,
endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the
undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M.,
will be received at the Indian school
until 2 o'clock p. m., .Saturday, November 4, 1905, for furnishing and de
livering the materials and labor for
painting 4,(509 yards, varnishing 1,251
yards, and kalsomlnlng 4,306 yards of
surface, 2,158 square feet of blackpower motor, qne
board, one
transformer, one
power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of Iron
and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
:0,nti0 feet lumber, moving and relo-catlg three small buildings, etc., etc.,
as per list and specifications obtainable at the school. Bidders must state
specifically in their bids the proposed
price of each article to be offered under contract. All articles so offered
will hi? subject to rigid Inspection.
The right Is reserved to reject any or
all bids or any part of any bid, If
deemed fo." the best interests of the
service. Each bid must be accompanied by a certified check or draft
upon some United States depository
or solvent national bank, made payable to the order of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, for at least 6 per
cent of the amount of the proposal,
said check to be forfeited to the United States in case any bidder receiving an award shall fail to execute
promptly a satisfactory contract in accordance with this bid; otherwise to
be returned to the bidder. Bid accompanied by cash In lieu oPcertlfled
check or draft will not be considered.
For further Information apply to
James K. Allen, superintendent.
e
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Wasn't quite prepared to run,
would shoot it in a minute
With my Wild West Gun.

OCT. 21, 1905.
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lra dlrti
ann- iMirthlof a Up.
Hi
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.applim n y vitality for ar,

On and after above date we will be
ready to receive applications for entries in s u I townships.
KHKliKKICK MU1J.ER, Receiver.
MANUEL R. OTEIU), Register.

ILL.
Two hundred and fifty laborers, a

fast mall train, two freight trains, and
two locomotives, were participant In
a track mix up at Litchfield. The
laborers were trying to lay the track
for an electric line across the Wabash

bit Maumi.nini

Township
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vision.

heard the Yellow Fever
ICven dared to think of me,
would settle its presumption
I

2

TRACK WAR
AT LITCHFIELD,

0

If I saw the yellow fever
Slipping up to make me sick,
would smile its Solar I'lexus

V.,

f
a,i,ii,
rrl.o.1 to

h

ways in which the president may best the yellow fever
when he visits New Orbans.)

1

LIVELY

NEAR ZUNI.

The new government school near
the pueblo of Zuni on the Zuni Indian reservation, in McKinley county,
Is completed.
The location Is ideal. It Is situated
five miles from the village, at the
parting of two mesas and at the head
ten
of a beautiful valley extending
miles to the west. Extensive irrigating works are under construction very
near the school ground, 'which, when
completed, will water the entire valley inhabited by the Zuni Indians.
The banks of the' river near the
school are very steep, and here the
dam Is being built, .which confines the
water in an Immense lake to the
north, and in full sight of the school.
A queer rock formation, black as coal,
of probable igenous origin, is everywhere in sight, and because of this, the
new school is named "Black Rock."
The buildings, consisting of tbe
school house, employes' quarters, laun
dry and commissary, are 'built of red
sandstone and nicely finished and
equipped with every convenience as to
heat, lighting and baths. Few schools
are more healthy and beautifully located than Black Rock.
It is thought that the day school
near the village of Zuni will still be
maintained, as indeed appears necessary, from tne number of 'small children in the village.

MODERN MEiriHIODS
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The Transcontinental Passenger association will meet at Los Angeles on
January 15. The association embraces
all of the general passenger agents
of all lines west of Chicago.
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Money

Mich.

WANTED I want a good local agent
in every city In New Mexico and
Arizona for the famous Bllckensder-fe- r
Typewriter.
Write for terms
and agency contract. F. J. Houston,
general agent for New Mexico and
Arizona. Albuquerque, N. M.
trustworthy
Energetic,
WANTED
man or woman to w6rk in New
Mexico, representing large manufacturing company. Salary, $40 to
$!iu
per month, paid weekly; expenses advanced. Address, with
stamp, J. II. Moore. Albuquerque,

Loan

Co

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low aa $10.00 and ar high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and Btrlctly private.
month to ene year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
part of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

N. M.

HELP WANTED.
to le.aru barber trade.
College, Los
iMoler's - System
MALE

TVA.WEDMen

merchant" tailoring

h ALES. MAN WANTED Good man to
cover New Mexico vacancy Novem-

OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

UPSTAIRS,

ber 1. Cont-.acfor this year and
next. If sales are satisfactory; com
missions, and $;!5 weekly advance
for expenses. W. S. Finley Co., 53H-- j
ntx Euclid avenue, Cleveland. Ohio
FEMALE HELP.
WANTEIl.a.ly assistant for branch
office; established business; $18 paid
weekly. No Investment required.
Previous exPosition permanent.
Address,
perience not essential.
Branch Superintendent, Conio block,
Chicago.
AGENTS WANJTED.
AGENTS WANTED the O. K.
strip; best strip on earth to
keep out dust, drafts and water.
noti-- i ustable
finishes.
Handsome
Agents make big money handling
Address, Introstile Co., Mar-ettit.
t

My merchant tailoring shop Is upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed flrst-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience iu the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
s,

O. BAMBINI.

Wards of Pneumonia.
All coughs, colds and pulmonary com-

Door-botto-

Ohio.

plaints that are curable are quickly
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflammation, and heals and soothes tbe affected parts, strengthens the lungs,
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
pleasant to take. Sold by all drug- gists.

FOR RENT
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315
South Third street.
Just Breathe Hyomel Four Time a
I
PAY THE
HIGHEST CASH
Day and Be Cured.
FOR RENT Lovely furnished room,
almost
YOUR
Hyomel
performed
FOR
RAILROAD
has
and fine board, at 5uti South Arno PRICE
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
miraculous cures of catarrh, and la
street.
today recognized by leading members FOR RENT
Furnished room; gen- SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOof the medical profession as the only
114
TICKET OFFICE,
213 West Mar CIATION
tleman preferred,
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
advertised lemedy that can be relied
quelte avenue
upon to do Just what it claims. The FOR RENT Pleasant furnished rooms
complete outfit of 41yomel costs $1.00,
Do You Want Strenath?
suitable for husband and wife. 1023
If vou want to increase your strength
and consists of an inhaler, a medicine
"
East Copper avenue.
i
you
must add to and not take from the
.
dropper and a bottle of Hyomel.
,..ini0rH nKhl
Physical. In other words, the fooa
Breathe Hyomel through the
nnw Itfi8t
g'
0U eat m"St be dlge8ted'
8slm
f00 North nZd
haler for a few minutes, four time
.T
a day, and It will cure the worst case
room,
nouae,
mx
uiouern
FOR
kk.ni
blood .nd tissues before beine
ex
of catarrh. It soothes and heals the
close In, to be let from November 1. polled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
mucous membrane of the air pasto
Apply
F.
F.
Trotter
tt
snensla
thn
Cure
nhvslcal
adds
tn
sages, prevents Irritation and effect
Nice room, everything gives strength to and builds up
FOR RENT
a complete and lasting cure.
415 North Sec- strength in tbe human system.
new and pleasant.
It is
In Albuquerque there are score of
pleasant to the taste and palatable
ond street.
well known people who have been
only
food combination of
cured of catarrh by Hyomel. If It FOR RENT One nicely furnished and the
that will digest the, food and
front room; modern. .305 North
does not cure you J. H. O'Rielly & Co.,
system
enable the
to appropriate all of
will return the money you pay for Hy.
Edith street.
quail- omel. This U the strongest evidence FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms its health and strength-givinIn
by
all druggists.
that can be offered as their fait'4
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 Westtlea Sold
iho remedy.
Railroad avenue.
A
Dl...... . All
pji ls a9 peasant anfj 'positive as
Every woman wants a fine evening FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitbdiu tor man and wire. 4ia
DeWitt'a Little Early Risers. Tn.se
coat, but the price has always been
Second street. Board if preferred. Famous Little Pills are so mild and
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for If you will attend the sale FOR RENT Two very desirable rooms effective that children, delicate ladies
with electric lights, for light house- and weak people enjoy their cleansing
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
keeping.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, effect, while strong people say they
Goods company, you will find them
corner of Broadway and Iron
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
priced wit bin the reach of all. See
all druggists.
window display.

SIMPLE REMEDY

FOR CATARRH.
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GAME LAWS

SPORTSMEN REQUEST INFORMATION AS TO THE SEASONS.
In response to numerous queries
as .to the game laws of New Mexico,
Arizona and even Texas. The Citizen reprints this information for the
benefit of sportsmen and hunters who
are interested.
,
Following are the game laws for
New Mexico, Arizona and Texas:
New Mexico Deer, open season,
September 15 to October 31; limit,
one deer in one season.
Mountain goat, antelope, beaver,
elk,
sheep,
parmigan,
mountain
pheasant, bobwhite quail, wild pigeon, protected.
Doves, open season, August 1 to
September 31; "native or crested
quail, wild turkey, prairie chickens,
mountain grouse, October 1 to December 31.
Arizona Deer, open season September 15 to December 1; limit in
one, season, three male deer.
Antelope, e.k, mountain goat, mountain sheep, female deer, protected.
Wild turkey, open season, September 15 to Decemler 1.
Quail, bobwhite, partridge, grouse,
pheasant, snipe, close season, March
1 to October 15.
Pheasant, imported, protected.
License,
for deer, $10.
Texas Deer, close season, January
1 to November 1; limit six in one
season; female deer protected.
Wild turkey, prairie chicken, quail,
partridge, close season, February 1
to November 1 ; doves February 1 to
September 1; limit 25 in one day.'
Antelope, mountain sheep, Mongolian, English pheasant, protected.
,
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FAMINE MAY FALL.
Miners' children eating their mid day meal, consisting of coffee and
bread. A strike in the anthracite re gion means
of a loaf in the
liumble homes where there Is now a whole loaf. The picture thows a typical "little mother of the mines." The ir mother Is dead and she keeps house,
,
allu i,n-umi jaiiiiT uua nve small cnildien.
anthiacite region. Competition is al
A Hunch for the Hun.
most impossible, because the mine
One of the Hungarians living nearowners will not allow any one to open by went to Hazleton one pay day and
a store on t.uir property wiien they 'bought a pair of rubber hoots. The
are in the business themselves.
miners were obliged to wear rubber
"It's onlv a few cents iliffHrpnno nn boots In some of the mines on account
me pouna, said the woman, "but t tf the water. On the car coming
counts up at the end of the month.".
home the miner met the superlnteml-'en- t
The house she lives in at Lattinier is
of the colliery where he worked.
a straight up and down hoard ar"What have you got there, John?"
rangement. For this sh navs if! n the superintendent asked.
month. There are two rooms down
"Boots,' returned John, "(lot fer
stairs and one up. As the couple are Hazleton."
young and have enly one child, they
"Well, you can Just 'git fer Hazlegei along better than most of their ton' and get another Job," said the
neighbors.
'superintendent,
curtly.
won't
"We burn two tons of rna a month keep men who spend their"We
money in
through the winter," she said. "We other stores."
nave to. ihe house Is so cold the
And the Hun presumably learned
baby would freeze. We pay $3.75 a his lesson. It only takes one or two
ton!"
'experiences like that to show a
AND
Then she told me this story of the unwisdom of trying to escapeminer
the WHISKEY SEIZED
SPILLED IN ROAD.
avarice:
company's grip.
L. C. Hill, the engineer in charge
at the Tonto basin dam Bite, has continual li(Ilcully in the duties of his
OFFICIAL MATTERS
ShNTEMCE SERMONS
position as guardian angel of tne
camp, but thus far has come out on
top. In accordance with territorial
Postoffice Established.
Small sorrows are most voluble.
law and the regulations of the InA postoffice has been established at
Is
Kindness
fhe kejr to every heart. terior department he has issued an
Casa Blanca, Valencia county. It will
Fidelity is the best evidence of ukase prohibiting the importation or
be served from Laguna, five miles to
sale of liquor in or near Roosevelt,
the east, and Cubero, five miles to the faith.
No big success can come to a little but somehow there has been continual
west. William Paisano has been apdrunkenness in slight degree among
pointed postmaster.
soul.
the Indians employed.
the past
Praying for ease Is asking to be an week all wagons enteringForcamp have
Postoffice Recommendation.
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews invalid.
been searched for liquor. Even the
has recommended for establishment a
Saving money is not being saved by mail stage was held up by Hill and
postoffice at Pratt, with O. M. Zeig-le- r money.
about thirty quarts of whiskey disas postmaster.
Sorrow is often one way of spelling covered. The bottles .were smashed
He has lecommended the following
on the 6ot.
appointments:
L. W. Gray to be post- strength.
Sins ot, the imagination are by no
master at Alellen. Chaves county, to
PUTTING IDLE INDIANS
succeed Rebecca V. Hortenstein; Ed- means imaginary sins.
TO WORK IN ARIZONA.
Pleasure without moderation is alward J. Davis, to be postmaster
at ways
A sjiecial agent has been detailed
misery.
mixed
with
Zuni, to succeed Arthur Vanderwagen.
Indian bureau to arrange for
The self centered church resolves by the
the employment of the Indians of the
around the collection.
AT LAS VEGAS TRYING
on public works and railThe best prayer against pain is ab- southwest
TO SELL WIRELESS STOCK.
roads. In Arizona there Is a never
stinence
sour
from
apples.
C. F. Lamountaine, of Albuquerque,
satisfied demand for unskilled laborThe finest sermon is the one that ers
on water storage tanks, railroad
is in Las Vegas for the purpose of makes
the fur fly on the other
selling gold bonds in the American
construction and section work and
De Forest Wireless Telegraph comOn the Tonto liasln
mines.
It takes more than wind in the aroundevery
pany, and to look for a location for
Apache is hired at $2 a
work
a wireless telegraph station In that chest to make wings grow, on the day, 500 Indians are wanted by the
city. He says a station will be built back. cream
contractors on the Laguna dam above
The
of society is easily sep- Yuma, and Grant
Bros., want 200 more
there within sixty days. The com- arated
pany now has stations at Albuquer- ness. from the mild of human kind- on their railroad work west of
que, Colorado Springs, Denver, PuWhite labor is preferred, but
Money has power to crush happiwhite labor is not to be had. The
eblo, Boulder, Cripple Creek, Fort
ness
only
get
when
its
roots
in
the
Greeley, Pike's Peak, Fort
are excellent workers and have
years In the
Wo.th and Galveston, and at many heart.
As a balm, philosophy seems to be been hired for thirty
other points in the United Suites. The
mines of northwestern Arizona. HunOptic says that Mr. Lamountains in- suited to wounds that have healed dreds of Navajos ate employed by
Santa Fe in northeastern Arizona,
tends to call a meeting of business themselves.
Petty annoyances make good plumb the
men and talk over the proposition.
while the Pimas and Papagoa are well
lines to determine the depth of your esteemed
as laborers in southern Arireligion.
zona.
Work appears to be available
FORTY JAPANESE SHIPS
You do not need to prove that you at good wages
for every Idle Indian in
ASSEMBLE FOR REVIEW. are a square man by sticking your
Arizona.
Yokohama, Oct. 20. Admiral Togo corners Into everybody. arrived here today on his flagshi,
Some men try to raise a $10 collecthe battleship Sliikishima. Foity war- tion on a 10 cent sermon and then OTERO GETS ASSURANCES
ships have now assembled In prepara- proceed to preach on the sins of playOF BEING REAPPOINTED
tion for a great naval review to take ing poker.
place on October 30.
HENRY F. COPE.
' A special dispatch from Santa
Fe to the Denver Republican,
dated October l'.t, says:
evening Governor M. A.
Otero left Washington. 1. C, for
Denver, where he will visit sev- - 4
eral days before returning to
Santa Fe next Wednesday. While
at Washington he received as- - t
1
Kiiraures that he piobably would
be reippointed governor of New
Mexico
next January, when his
4
second term expires.
one-thir-
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Any pair of overalls in the store for
only. Simon Stern,
75c Saturday

the Railroad avenue plothier.
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South First Street

S02

PICCALILLI

SARATOGA
AT
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can sav you money on Diamonds. When you
nuy aiamonas rrom me ycu trade with a reliable vj-if
house: that manna run
mv i1i.mAnj.
'
you
buy
When
diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that'a as good as government bonds. Diamonds increa
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase,
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prlcea jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
;
What I offer at retail.
I

'Nu'i

"f

The Pawnbroker.
Tha Man You Ran Tmt
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactlonn

ROSENFIELO.
1189
.
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WEST RAILROAD

Wholesale

INor

and Cigar Dealers

Proprietor.

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

ERE TO DIISK WELL

W-I- I

Santa Fe Restaurant
REGULAR

MEALS, 25 CfcNTS.

Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

REDUCED PRICE3
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

IN

SEASON.

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 8UNTAGG, Proprietor.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
B. F. COPP. D. D.
j

Room

We glTe on our laundry workT Try It and see how durable It la.
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as anow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

a.

N. T. Armijo Building.

17,

"Red Wagons'

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

City Market
John W. Abbott, Prop.

j

Bet

Only th

I

Butter Meats, and Eggs

mi

0

iinmn

Ey the

0

El

Paso and Southwestern System
Rock Island System

0

0

FREIGHTS
us

0
0

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

again.

once, you'll
Prices right;

no gougln".

Albuquerque Transfer Men

WIDE

xxxxxxxxixiixxxxxrxxxxniT
California

$25

0

g 0

Dining Cars

meals a la carte.

THROUGH

The shortest, quickest and best line between' the Great Lakes,
the Misaisslpid Valley and the 1'ac ltic Coast.
(lAItNKTT KINO,

V. H.

Gen. Agt.

Gen.

Sept,

15 to Oct. 31

H

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent
II. S. LUTZ.
Agent.
J. J. UYIINK,
G. P. A., Ujb Angeles, Cal.

EV-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

0

0

0
0

STILKS,

russenger

Ajjt.

0

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Selling of Opera Coats.
Greatest bargains ever offered in
afternoon and evening coats, at the H
Oolden Kule Dry floods compuny. St e H
window display.
H

0

WITHOUT CHANGE.

o

A

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

0

$25

0

lictween

0

Shippin'

0

0

0

Orayin

0
0

0
0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

You have

call

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

109 North Second St.

MoYin

lothii-r- .

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

o

occooooooo
ooooooao
Unredeemed Diamonds

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

Five pairs of hose for !!5c Saturday only; worth two pairs for 25c.
Simon Sum. the
K'liiruad
avenue

o

DENVER, COLORADO

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

The Fiiehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr

3

See the IdK spec ial bargains for Saturday only, at our store, sinion Stem,
tho Kailroad avenue clothier.

Seventeenth Street,

9

7

A.

1

1621-163-

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

tluro ain't

ed.

Si

riRE

4
4
4

s

up-plh-ii.

INSURANCE.

CHIPS,

New Tailor Shop.
J. Morelli, the well known talloi
has reopened a tailor shop on 'North
First fit reef, where he is ready to
clean, prr-anil repair ladies' nnd
cents' clothing. Suits P.:i !e to order.
Patronage c;f former customers solicit-

Pioneer Machinery House of the West

Steam, Electrlo and Hydraulics Engineering. Mine and
8melter 8
Engine., Boiler., HEATINQ APPARATUS,
cWnT.tJ
Machinery, and Engineer.'- - and'
and 8uppflea. Western agents fer The American Radiator Co.
8peclal Catalogue, on Application.

Both Phones

4

'

The

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lumber yard.

4

ZEIGER'S CAFE.

-

Mfg. and Supply Co

A. E. WALKER,

!

.

J.

'4 4

AMD

& Bolthoff

The Williams Dttig Co.

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

j

eiilodiiiij by nilit iu Har-(".l is.
,!u:'p::y, hia puel.e! Imi.-inib in, c.i 'tail cpi'llbinders urfrothin'!,.-I'i. 'i '.'ie:isV
for iruproe
in
is down lor n
within the gift of the city ntul
oi;.:.i:v ami ibo
oiHcam; aitiis ti'liil
at 'oris, wi.l's the wnip
of ih. uni.-- i
'
on record.
in
t'ter i i. '. an.! tlie Tuiumany
-i loi l ion
t
f.i.'
. i In'I'. in, in riy preM'iiis
chief
-i r
iro r.
Ma;, or .M.('!.-,laMcCleilan.
of "l.inli-Mar.litis had two years Mllli'.i. s.
e
'AHV.s
fie Chicane)
.. Il.ani e
In ii. any ways he lias l.eeti I mime
'amniany says lie is the bet in of:ii
,i
here,
mayor New York Ims cvi r bail, and Vety net pfilile. lie niaile a till Willi He ha ; a sh'n ,1 Knife fur all trusts.
M1"!.- a tn.'.llv ii u in ii. r of New York-- j Hie colniiotl peopliU
when lie fe;i.ll Mr lieai
d by a coterie
,. it.
I, l"e
el s
,
:.ie t :lr.
ribbon.
inn !'" new .pap. r
real and al- .!'-'- !.
Tin1
e;iilii.i-uii
machine, after a !
w
ion- - !.iid down by his aca
ale luIhi: in run hi cam-- !
l
;,1 nuiiiiiiatiiig l
a
Mi
ir.
Low.
':-lnot
MeCl.dlan
! "n ycli'iw" principles. There
laiiel to roll die insurance s'ar ed nd a ilioiiuh no woul
in
.'.einii to l.e enocinii nd powder
invi in. ii ion of its inaii.spi inu. i'Iihm. lie;. en !. in ot Tat ' n y but j - tie
nsutneil to Pi;!it up the .Sahara des- Hiiuhi-sput up lor mayor Win. S. same be is Mu.phy's man.
a ii a dark niah:. Mr. Hearst is to-i- '
Neirly every piominent republican
Iv'ns. a lawyer, who has been out of
10 s i, nd bis money
freely. He
politics for twenty years. The reptib-- j in Ni-York t'iiy was appealed in by rt ally believes Some of 1..- - rhinos he
lieans H ied to get a good nuiiy men lie;) O Ii 1! on bended Kme before
of more or less distinction to head
Ivins bobbed to the surface
Mistrict A'to'iuy Jerome was not
their ticket, but the mysterious tae-- i Mr. Ivins is a nice isentlcman, with a nominated by any of the parties. He
tics employed by Ilenj. 11. Odell, now good rorporation law practice, and 1.10 will run as an independent, anj Is
tile slate boss, frightened theia otf.
greatest mystery about him is why he J expected to add to the fireworks.
a!iead

MADE

HOME

Tain-

and
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city chain-- '
lex-
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Hendrie

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet 4k
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. O. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Flrat
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Miss Viola Kreiner and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Harnett block.
Hiidio in rooms
M:: s Kre.-ir i.s a graduate of the I.IVEHY. SALE FEED AND TRANSMlciii.un CoiiscTvaio; y of Music at
FER STAB LICS
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice Horses and Mules bought and exand piano. Miss Stillborn is a recent
changed.
arrival from New York and wil, take ItEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CITY
a limited number of pupils in liniwini;
Second street, between Railroad and
an I wall r uo.ors. Studio hours from
Copper avenues.
'J:) to 1J, I to 1:20.
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CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

111111

J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

South Second Street.

RANKIN & CO.

I

ANNOUNCtMtNT!

Free Delivery.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 451;
Room 10. N. T. Arjnljo Building.

- J.

)
.1

214

i

I

1

Orders Solicited.

s

WHICH FOR MAYOR OF NEW YORK?

CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Wick-enbur-

t,

Kclehcr

F. C. PRATT

fei-lo-

Col-lin-

r.

Thos.

and Pelt Dealers

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PREVALENT IN
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATES
A REFORM SCHOOL.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Smallpox has broken out In the reform school at Menson, Ariz., and the Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
school Is quarantined.
The origin of
Automatic Telephone, 174.
the disease Is a mystery. Two of the
Inmates have the disease in a light
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
form, and they are quarantined from
the rest of the school. The authori0
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
ties hope to stamp out thi disease and
not let it spread any mote.
113
W. Railroad Avenue
PROF. KOSKY, OF
SILVER CITY, WEDS.
PIONEER BAKERY
The announcement of the marriage
SIMON BAIXINO. Proprietor.
of Prof. John Kosky, the talented vio(Successor to Balling Bro.)
linist, will come as a surprise to the
many friendd of that gentleman in WEDDING CAKE9 A SPECIALTY
Silver City, says the Enterprise. The
W desire patronage and we guarmarriage occurred Thursday evening antee first class baking.
at 8 o'clock at the Methodist parson- 207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.
age, the ceremony being performed
by the Rev. J. O. Harshaw. The
bride's maiden name is Miss Victoria
Slebnecker, and she arrived in tne PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
city Sunday from Chicago, her former
BRUSHES.
home. The happy couple have gone
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
to housekeeping in the Southern ho- Robes, Horse
Blankets. Etc. Paltel.
metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
FINGERS OF CONTRACTOR
BADLY MASHED. Pelts.
9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
V. T. Manville, the contractor had
two fingers of his right hand badly
Established In 1882
smashed last Saturday while driving
a stake for the cement sidewalk
&
around the Broadway hotel block,
says the Silver City Enterprise. The Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
injury is a very painful one. The
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
mallet was in the hands of one of the
boden's Granite Flour.
employes
when Mr. Manville, who
was guiding the stake, put his hand
on top to straighten it, at the same
time calling to the man to wait a moment. The man failed to hear the
a
warning cry. and the mallet descendS
ed with full force on the hand, inflicting a bad wound but not breaking Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
any of the bones,
Earth.

n

ere A.:

I

hide

Wool,

B. A. BLEY&TEff

SMALLPOX

ging-liatn-

Flour, 25 pounds, at. company stores,
cents; at Independent stores, 75 to
80 cents.
Coffee, per pound, at company
"stores, 20, 30 and 35 cents; at independent sto.es, 20, 2d and 30c.
These prices were taken at a store
in Hazleton, owned by Pardee & company, mine operators, and from the
grocery of A. W. Wear, one block distant. For the same price the independent grocer gave better quality.
It Counts Up.
Prices are higher in the little mining towns scattered over the mountains and away from the cities of the

STREET

Meat Market

grc-eria-

SO

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD
.
PURSUIT.
Frank Hayes, who says he Is wanted
in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the embezzlement of $117,000 ten months ago. surrendered to City Marshal SnodgTi All Kinds of Freeh and Salt Meat.
of Uisliee, Ariz., recently.
He says
Steam Sausage Factory.
that he is tired of dodging ruraiiit,
EMIS KLEINWORT,
and Is without rinds. He claims that
$1,000 reward is offered for his ar- Masonic Building, North Third Street.
rest.

'KEEPS THE MINER ALWAYS IN
A
i
DEBT AND DEPENDENT
SHOPPING TRIP SHOWS HOW
PRICES VARY THE HUNGARIAN
WHO WAS DISCIPLINED.

Icents.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

'phone. 535. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

SAYS HE IS TIRED OF
DODGING

SEVEN.

& CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
AutomaUc
X
I

By Je&tie M. Paction.
Hazli'tnn, I'a.. Oft. 21. Company
stores, run by the snte nun n:i own
the mines and the railroads an,l the
half fallen down houses where tiie
minera live, are doing business at the
fcatne old stand.
The object Is to kc-- p the miner
In the company's debt and without money to live on in ci'.se of a
trike.
A miner's wife accompanied me on
A little shopping trip in ordr to pet
(an Idea of the difference in prices. We
found the company store asked from
"one to th.ee ecu r more on the pound
s.
a:fd lnin one to three
tfor
s
teals a ;.a"d rnrn for calicoes,
and ail dress materi ls. '
I
Selecting a list of groceries racd on
the foods I have seen oftenest on the
miners' table, the difference In price
twas as follows:
llutter, at the company store, per
ipound, 80 to 35 cents: at the independent store, 25 to 28 cents tc:'
pound.
Bicon. smoked, per pound, 20 to 30
cents; at Independent stores, 16 to 20
(cents per pound.
Uacon, dry salted, per pound, at company stores, 15 cents; at independent
fetores, 14 cents.
Canned corn, per can, at company
stores, 15 cents; at Independent stores,
00 to 15 cents.
Ham, per pound, at company stores,
115 cents; at independent concerns, 14
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At Consistent Prices
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TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 V. Railroad Ave.

Citizen Want Ads Bring. The Best Results

ALIJUOUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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LOCAL ANT)
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MO

K SON A L

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

In shoos

f

are first consideration with people careful about their health.

and they nre our first thoughts
Inw

Altivd C.ninsfi'M Is expected
home today Imtu mi extended visit to
relative In Chicago.
V. Cavanaimh, with headquarA.
ters and home In this ritv. la visiting
the towns north on business.
Eugenio Romero, the territorial coal
oli inspector, who was here on business the past few days ,1ms returned
Mrs.

the price or

wo have here

how dainty

our slides, no matter how

In

the design.

at the present time

And the stocks of shoes

f om

the

lIoa;land, representing a Chicago clothing firm, was transacting
business In the city today in the inC. F.

smartest and most

terests

of his hoil-Mrs. Robert Muck,

stylish shoes that are ma do.

e.

of Silver City,
among the prominent Kastern Star
ladies In the city attending the meeting of 'he Grand Chapter.
Miss Nellie Kalston, of Fast Railroad avenue, has returned from an extended visit to friends and relatives
at Omaha and Chicago.
Police Judge Crawford was a passenger north this morning on train
No. 2. Mr. Crawford expects to return
to the city this evening.
Mrs. W. YV. Spargo and children will
arrive here tonight on No. 1. They
return from a visit of several weeks'
duration spent, at. Wheeling, W. Va.,
and Columbus, Ohio.
S. C. Jackson, who has been sick
with fever the past week, was out and
down town tnis morning, ile uopes
to get away for Marshall, Wis., sometime next week.
A very r.leasant half hour may be
spent in looking over the attractive
new goods on display at the Big Indian Store, corner of Railroad avenue
and First street.
Angelo T)e Tullio, wbo was struck
by an engine at the TIJeras avenue
crossing a short time ago, is up and
around today. He had a narrow escape from a tragic death.
Conductor H. F. Griffith, who
went to Kansas City and Chicago on
business, has returned to the city,
find Is again on his run between this
city and El Paso.
Dr. H. S. Cocran, a prominent physician of New Orleans, who has been
spending some time in New Mexico, is
In the city for a few days on his way
to his southern home.
A large force of workmen are now
busy opening up a new road from the
Indian school to Fourth street and it
is expected that the road will be completed before many days.
The regular monthly tea of the Cath-oll- a
Ladles' Aid society will be "neld
at the home of Mrs. Tessier, 10G North
Edith street, Tuesday, October 24,
from 2:30 to 5 p. ni. Every one will
be made welcome.
Seth Reub and Mrs. Bessie Buckner,
of Topeka, who have been the guests
of their son and brother, John Reub,
of 713 South Arno street, the past few
days, left this morning for their home
at the Kansas capital.
Chas. R. Keyes, president of the Socorro School of Mines, passed through
the city this morning en route north.
Mr. Keyes said that Socorro's new hotel proposition is well under way and
a new hotel will probably materialize
within a short time. Work has al
A pair of our neat and comfortable
house slippers will help you to enjoy
your stays at home. We have a fine
assortment In felt and leather, black
or colored, for 'both men and. women.
Our prices run from 65c to 2. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
Is

$2.50 to $4.00

Ladies' Dress Shoes

Ladies' Street Shoes

... .$1.65

Ladies' House Shoes

to $3.50

... .$1.25

Men's Dress Shoes

to $2.00

..$3.00 to $4.00

Men's Heavy Shoes

... .$2.00

to $3X0

Shoes for Boys and Girls $1.25 to $2.25
j

O000000-00A FALL

IN

CANNED

GOODS.

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ve
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as it Is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
nut they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Kos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

ooooooooooooo

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND tlTREET.

Lttmbeg,

Sas?LDors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

HERE TODAY ONLY
INAUGURATED TO MAKE OF SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21st

The Busiest Saturday

it

Vegas.

to

that those qualities need not

prove

tie costly, nor need they he absent

that

OCT. 21, 1905,

A Housing Special Sale

Iu

Normally fair tonight and Sunday.

Comfort and Qualities

ready begun on a new livery stnble,
which Is being erected on the site of
the old Winsor hotel, which burned a
few months ng'
Pr. Morrison w no attended the
church conferMethodist Epb.-opaence at Silver Ci'y Inst week, arrived
in tho city this morning and will
preach at the n omina service of the
avenue Methodist Episcopal
church,
employed
Tb0 several wau.hmeii
annind the bb'. plum ot Uo; American
Lumber compiu y. report that during
the past week 'ii'V have had considerable trouble v ilh potty thieves, who
climb over the barricade and attempt
to steal small pieces of lumber.
Albert Fabei. the carpet merchant,
who has been nnlinrd at. the Sisters'
couple of months
hospital .the )'
with a severe attack of rheumatism,
was out for a i'nve about the city yesterday. Mr. F.il"T holies to lie able to
be at his store within a few days.
J. M. Rogers the scion of a wealthy
New York fae ily, and his traveling
companion, J. T. Wall, also of New
York, are expe ted here In a few days.
They have been spending the summer
at Colorado Springs, and, alter reaching hero, will continue to California
on horseback.
Street Comnissioiier Martin Tier-nchas a foro of men at work filling
In Fourth strict between Gold and
Silver avenues. This is a
improvemei t and after the street
has been brought to grade, rolled and
f.iven a coat f adobe it will be one
of the best blocks in the city.
A telephone
message early this
morning, was received from Charles
Conroy, the 11 gtiland grocery dealer,
and he said: "Take out that small
want notice bt fore the applicants eat
me up.
1 am
pretty well supplied,
and cannot now handle the crowds of
applicants."
Another evidence that
advertising In The Citizen pays.
The Albuquerque Electric Light
company was busy today Installing a
handsome electric sign in front of
the clothing store of M. Mandell. on
Railroad avenue. The cign was sold
by the sign department ot the Elec-tric- t
Light company and is one of the
handsomest pieces of work of Us kind
in the city.
The second
dance of
the Commercial club occurred last
night and was quite large attended.
It has been deemed advisable to
change the dance night from Wednesday to Friday, commencing with last
night and the next dance will be given
on the 10th of November.
These
dances are among the most pleasant
social affairs of tho winter season in
Albuquerque.
Dr. G. W. Harrison, who visited iu
Missouri the past month, has returned
to the city. He enjoyed a few days
with his son, Grover Harrison, who
holds a position in a publishing house
in St. Louis, and then proceeded to
Lafayette county, where be visited a
sister and other relatives. He reports
everything and everybody he saw and
met, as prosperous.
George Baccus, of the Albuquerque
Transfer company, went to Thornton
this morning to see the last load of
Albemarle mill machinery hauled Into
the Thornton station. The Albuquerque Transfer company had the contract for moving the old Albemarle
mill to the railroad for the Navajo
Gold Mining company, which took the
mill after the Albemarle company fail-

SATURDAY,

of the Year

powers of this store. A live,
To demonstrate the superior value-givinstore managebargains
bargains
possible
whlc'n show tls jiiipossilile to undersell this store.
these
ment makes
IIerearonly a few of the values, every garment, every article la marked correspondingly low.
wide-awak-

SATURDAY, ALL DAY Any pair of
Overalls in the house, Including Levi
Strauss and Carhait brands, at

SATURDAY,

75c

ALL

DAY

e

Ribbed

Un-

derwear, Brown color, worth $1.50 a
suit, at

SIM

y

and
worth

much-neede-

j

from 10 to 12 a. m.; 4 to
to 10 p. m., Black or Tan Hose,
2 for 25 cents, at

SATURDAY
6

8

SATURDAY, ALL DAY Any tie in
the store worth up to $1.00 each
ALL

SATURDAY,
2

for

23

DAY

Boys' JIos- -

cpnt quality

Five Pairs of Hose for 25c

AtZr
O

"

!.
IU'

SATURDAY,

ALL DAY

Any 25 cent

pair fancy hose

r) lft.
L IUI

SATURDAY, ALL DAY Boys' school
pants, worth up to $1, at

O

nr

Zju

50c Pair

WE OFFER THIS SEASON EXTRAORDINARY VALUES IN

Men's Suits and Overcoats
The keynote to our wonderful clothing business has always been your money's worth and good value.
This season you'll get the limit In values; you'll get more for your money at this store than ever
before. Because, the price of clothing from the maker has advanced.. We have paid on an average
of 10 per cent more for the stack this year over last,

semi-monthl-

ed.

.

Yet our selling prices correspond with those of last year. Compare garments, quality and prices this
year and last, and you'll find In this year's stock better qualities and better workmanship at the
same prices.
THIS MEANS TO YOU A SAVING OF 10 PER CENT IN CLOTHING.
We would like to tell you more about It at the store.
Prices range on
Suits from

$10 to $30

$8 to $28

SIMON STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

t

We will be glad to show you through thq stock.
Prices range on
Overcoats from

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

1

PLUMBING

:

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Chicken 'and dumplings at the Columbus hotel tomorrow for dinner,
and cream pie.
o
Everybody says so. WhatT That
the White Elephant puts up the
finest free lunch In town Saturday
nights.

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
0
ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14

1

PORTRAIT WITH EVERY

DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT.
INUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

OIOI

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

Z

IIS Weit Railroad Ave.

17 luuth

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. WrlH for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOOK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
V

U3--J

Room in theCitv.

aSpecalty.

C 0

F

Fine Col ft e

O6SiSeC0nd

E

Sl

E. J. POST

Now is the Time

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

audi

i:

122
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OINCS
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QUICK

Mtl

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
who wants to make a clean-cu- t
stroke.
styles
from.
Wlssj
to
Try
select
and
a
different sizes

For everybody

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

11

"j

OUICK

NISI

1

i

Kim

14

t

0

Agents for
Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STAItRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

0

0

.

it

WM. M'INTOSH.

MIAL

lEii

0

0

CO.

5fc

QUICK MEAL.

It

0

WAvOTBURN CO.

West Gold Avenue

QUICK
QUICK

We offer for ten days only any Suit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. iStudy the window and comp
pare values.
xp
if
119

North First Strict

3

HARDWARE

WIIOIVrcSAJYU

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

Overcoats

JL.

401-40-

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

AT LOWEST PRICES.

E.

J

JIMIMMIIWIllil.lfl

To got your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges ; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and G eat, Western Heaters. The most complete line in the city,

g J).QO

17 South First Street

15-- 1
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The only Short Order Lunch

ETC.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

GUSSAROFF,MMs g

M

Second St.

MERCHANTS

DIAMONDS

DINNER

AFTER

Or between meals, any time, in
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" Is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25c
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
to
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 6c

E

0
Q

,

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

IaV

Xji

MISCK

No. 215
O

O

O

MEAL

West Railroad Avenue
O

O

O

O

O

O

o o os o o

Albuquerifue, New Mexico
O

O

O

O
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